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1.0 STUDY PURPOSE AND METHOD 
 

The County of Bruce is currently preparing a Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan to evaluate the future 
infrastructure requirements for eight bridges located in the Municipalities of Arran-Elderslie and Brockton (Table 
1).  The purpose of this Master Plan is to identify key planning issues associated with these structures prior to 

undertaking site specific environmental assessments.  B. M. Ross was retained by the County to act as project 
engineers. 

Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) was retained by B.M. Ross to prepare the cultural heritage component of this 
Master Plan.  Golder undertook a review of heritage planning issues associated with historic bridges and 
conducted a preliminary heritage assessment of the eight bridges. A site overview was provided to Golder by 

Andrew Ross, P. Eng., Senior Engineer with B.M. Ross on August 31st, 2011. Site visits were conducted by 
Christopher Andreae, Ph.D., Associate and Senior Built Heritage Specialist with Golder and Meaghan Rivard, 
M.A., Cultural Heritage Specialist with Golder on August 31st and September 1st, 2011. Limited research was 

undertaken during the same time period at the Archives in the Bruce County Museum and Cultural Centre and 
the Highways Administration Office in the Bruce County Administration Building. 

Section Two of this report provides a brief historical context for bridge development in Ontario.  Section Three 
examines the planning context for heritage bridge replacements and renewals.  Section Four provides brief 
descriptions and evaluations of cultural heritage value for the eight bridges using both the Ontario Heritage 

Bridge Guidelines scoring and the Ontario Heritage Act Regulation 9/06 criteria. 

 

Table 1: Location of Study Area Bridges 
 
Map # Bridge Name Type River Road 

1 Concession 2A Bridge Pony Truss Teeswater  Concession 20 

2 Watson’s Bridge Through Truss Teeswater  Greenock-Elderslie Road 

3 Big Irwin Bridge Through Truss Teeswater  Brant-Elderslie Road 

4 Little Irwin Bridge Concrete Rigid Frame Teeswater  Arran-Elderslie/Brockton Townline 

5 McCurdy’s Bridge Through Truss Saugeen  Greenock-Brant Road  

6 Gregg Bridge Concrete Rigid Frame Teeswater  Greenock-Brant Road 

7 Dudgeon Bridge Concrete/Lattice Truss Teeswater  Greenock-Brant Road 

8 12th Concession Bridge Through Truss Saugeen  Concession 12 
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2.0 HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
 

Public highway bridges can be owned by either a municipality (county, township, etc) or the province.  Bridge 
ownership is dictated by the Municipal Act.  Seven of the eight bridges in this study are owned by the County of 
Bruce while one is township owned.  Bridges over water courses that formed boundaries between townships 

were always assumed by the County.  However, arguments began in the early 19th century – sometimes 
acrimonious – over the responsibility for building and maintaining bridges over rivers located entirely within a 
township.  The 1866 Municipal Institutions Act stated that county councils were responsible for all bridges over 

200 feet long within the county.  An 1871 amendment to the Act increased this length to a remarkable 500 feet.  
Building such large structures was far beyond most townships financial resources.  Needless to say, large 
bridges were relatively rare to the detriment of efficient road travel. The few major bridges constructed in this era 

were built by the provincial government.  Fortunately, at least for townships, by 1883 the defining length of 
bridges had been reduced to 100 feet. 

The responsibility for bridge financing became an issue again in the early 20th century.  This time it was driven by 
the cost for building stronger bridges – not longer ones.  The economic value to rural communities of good 
roads, and by extension good bridges, was becoming evident.  Nineteenth-century wooden bridges could not 

carry the weight of heavier wagon and farm equipment coming into use.  By the First World War, motor vehicles 
were becoming increasingly common and the provincial government began to provide grant programs and 
technical advice on bridge building.  At the same time, counties began to create county-wide road networks by 

assuming the ownership of key township roads and bridges.  Of the eight bridges examined in this report, the 
Concession 2A Bridge is the only township owned bridge; the other seven are county structures. 

The technical evolution of bridge designs ran parallel to the economic need for good roads.  In southern Ontario 
most 19th century bridges were built of timber.  Very short ones were beam structures; longer spans employed 
simple trusses, such as King and Queen Post trusses.  A few iron truss bridges were built in the 1870s-1880s 

but were generally too costly to be widely used.  Inexpensive steel trusses came into use in the 1890s and the 
designs were commonly used into the 1930s.  The Warren pony truss (See Concession 2A Bridge – Section 4.1) 
was a work-horse design for short span, low traffic situations.  The Pratt through truss (See Watson’s Bridge – 

Section 4.2; Big Irwin Bridge – Section 4.3) and the Warren truss dominated the early 20th century.  Somewhat 
less common was the double-intersection Warren truss (See 12th of Brant Bridge – Section 4.8).  Unusual 
trusses were used for special bridging needs such as requiring a long single span (See McCurdy’s Bridge – 

Section 4.5).  Due to the demand for steel trusses, several specialized, local bridge companies came into 
existence including the Hamilton Bridge Works (Section 4.2), Sarnia Bridge Company (Section 4.3) and the 
Hunter Bridge and Boiler Company, Kincardine (Section 4.8). 

Instead of building new bridges, structures were sometimes recycled as an inexpensive alternative to new 
construction.  The two-span 12th of Brant Bridge (1949, see Section 4.8) is remarkable in that neither span was 

originally designed for that location.  One came from a crossing in Southampton while the second came from a 
field after the Saugeen River changed its course and left the bridge on dry land.  The most intriguing structure is 
the Dudgeon Bridge (See Section 4.7).  It was originally constructed as a concrete bridge but the centre portion 

was subsequently destroyed.  This middle section was replaced with a very uncommon steel-lattice truss design 
– possible recycled from an obsolete railway bridge. 
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Concrete began to be accepted as a bridge material by the 1920s.  The Dudgeon Bridge is an early example of 
its use.  In the 1930s the concrete rigid frame became one of the most widely used designs.  The Little Irwin 

Bridge (1953, see Section 4.4) and the Gregg Bridge (1965, see Section 4.6) are later examples of this design.  
Concrete is the most common bridging material used today in southern Ontario and employed in a variety of 
designs including rigid frame and as a composite in pre-stressed and post-tensioned concrete beams. 

Overall, the eight bridges included in this study represent social, political and economic changes within Bruce 
County over the last century.  The lightly-built Concession 2A Bridge suggests that the road has always been a 

lightly-travelled, municipal road.  Conversely, the immense McCurdy’s bridge is indicative of either an important 
road or the technological challenge of bridging the wide Saugeen River with a single span, or both.  The recycled 
spans of the 12th of Brant Bridge suggest a parsimonious, cash-strapped, or practical, County council decision. 

All eight bridges contribute to the landscape character of the area and the four steel through trusses are 
particularly visible.  These steel truss designs will never be built again.  When these are removed, a distinctive 

visual part of rural county will disappear – just as railway stations and one-room schools have in the past, and 
churches are today. 
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3.0 PLANNING CONTEXT 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Several provincial Acts and regulations govern the safe design and maintenance of bridges, but none contain 

provisions specific to the conservation of historic bridges.  The Ontario Heritage Act and associated regulations, 
however, do provide methods for the evaluation and protection of provincial heritage resources which include 
bridges.  As well, various Canadian and American agencies have developed “best-practice” guidelines for the 

evaluation and conservation of historic bridges.  The following reviews the principal planning related material. 

 

3.2 Relevant Legislation 
 

3.2.1 Ministry of Tourism and Culture 
 

The Ministry of Tourism and Culture administers the Ontario Heritage Act and is the reviewing Ministry for 
heritage matters identified in environmental assessments (See Section 3.2.3).  The provisions of the Act place 

the responsibility for most matters of heritage conservation at the municipal level.  For the purposes of historic 
bridges, the most relevant part of the Act is the ability of a municipality to designate, under Part IV Section 29 of 
the Act, a property as having cultural value or interest. Designation provides protection for a historic resource 

from inappropriate modification or demolition.  The Act, under Part IV Section 27 (1.2), also permits a 
municipality to list a property as having cultural value or interest.  This status does not provide any formal 
protection to the property but listing does “flag” the property as having potential cultural heritage value or 

interest. 

Regulation 9/06 of the Ontario Heritage Act provides a framework for the evaluation of cultural heritage 

significance (See Section 3.3.2).  If a bridge is determined to have cultural heritage value, the municipality can 
designate or list the feature.  In exceptional cases, the Province may determine that a resource is of provincial 
significance. In this case, a separate Regulation 10/06 is used to establish cultural heritage value.  It appears 

unlikely the eight bridges within this study will be of provincial heritage value.  None of the bridges in Bruce 
County appear to have provincial significance.   

As described in Section 3.2.2 the Ministry maintains the Ontario Heritage Bridge List of historic bridges. 
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3.2.2 Ministry of Transportation 
 

The Ministry of Transportation is responsible for the design and maintenance standards of public highway 

bridges in Ontario through the authority of the Public Transportation and Highway Improvement Act.  Ontario 
Regulation 104/97 Standards for Bridges applies to all provincial bridges.  Most relevant is that the design, 
construction and rehabilitation of a bridge must conform to the standards set out in the Canadian Highway 

Design Code. The Highway Bridge Design Code, Clause 1.4.2.8 acknowledges the aesthetic value of bridges 
and their cultural value within a landscape with the statement that: 

“In the design and the rehabilitation of structures, consideration shall be given to the 
appearance of the finished structure and its compatibility with the surroundings. Wherever 
possible, the appearance of a structure shall be such that it will be generally perceived as an 

enhancement to its surroundings." 

In 1983 the Ministry of Transportation (then the Ministry of Transportation and Communications) and the Ministry 

of Tourism and Culture (then the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture) jointly introduced the Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program.  A primary objective of the Bridge Program was to develop a planning process for the allocation 
of funding from both Ministries for the conservation of historic bridges.  The Program included a set of Guidelines 

specifically for determining the cultural heritage value or interest of bridges.  The Program also established the 
Ontario Heritage Bridge List to include all of the bridges identified at the time as having cultural heritage value or 
interest.  The List included bridges from both provincial and lower and upper-tier municipalities.  During the 

1990s many of the regulatory functions of the Ministry of Transportation pertaining to bridge design were 
downloaded to the municipal level.  Similarly funding allocated specifically for heritage bridges ended.  Today 
listing a bridge on the Heritage Bridge List is purely honorific but the list is still maintained by the Ministry of 

Tourism and Culture.   

The 1983 Ontario Heritage Bridge Program evaluation system continues to be used by the Ministry of 

Transportation as a planning tool for bridge maintenance and replacement.  In 2008 the evaluation system was 
revised and renamed the Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines for Provincially Owned Bridges to conform to 
Regulation 9/06 which had come into effect three years earlier.   

 

3.2.3 Ministry of the Environment 
 

The Ministry of the Environment is responsible for implementing the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act.  
The Act defines heritage resources as part of the environment by way of definition in the Act Part I Section 1 (1) 

which states that: 

“environment” means . . . (c) the social, economic and cultural conditions that influence the life 

of humans or a community, (d) any building, structure, machine or other device or thing made 
by humans.   
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Bridges are covered by the Class Environmental Assessment Process for Transportation Facilities as Class B 
(major improvements, over 2.7 m, to existing provincial transportation facilities) and Class C (minor 

improvements, under 2.7 m, to existing provincial transportation facilities).  The Class EA process acknowledges 
the importance of cultural heritage.  Where a bridge is known to be listed, its status must be considered in the 
environmental assessment process.  The term “listed” seems to pertain to the Ontario Heritage Bridge List.   

 

3.2.4 Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
 

The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing is responsible for several areas of legislation that may affect 
bridge design, including: the Provincial Policy Statement and the Municipal Act. 

The Provincial Policy Statement provides policy direction on matters of provincial interest related to land use 
planning and development.  As a key part of Ontario’s policy-led planning system, the Provincial Policy 

Statement sets the policy foundation for regulating the development and use of land that will enhance the quality 
of life for the citizens of Ontario.  The policies of the Provincial Policy Statement may be complemented by 
provincial plans or by locally-generated policies regarding matters of municipal interest.  Policy Section 2.6.1 is 

quite specific with regards to historic conservation by stating that: 

Significant built heritage resources and significant cultural heritage landscapes shall be 

conserved.   

 

3.2.5 County of Bruce Official Plan 
 

The primary mechanism for implementing the Provincial Policy Statement is through provisions contained in 

municipal Official Plans as required by the Municipal Act.  Section 4.10 Heritage in the County Of Bruce Official 
Plan provides a framework for the conservation of historic resources within the County.  Section 4.10.1 
Objectives states the following: 

i) County Council encourages the identification, acquisition, restoration and conservation of 
the historical, cultural, architectural and archaeological assets of the County.  

ii) In accordance with the Ontario Heritage Act, the County encourages Local Councils to 
support the creation of Local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committees to inventory 

and designate buildings, sites and districts of historical, cultural or architectural merit.  
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3.3 Evaluation of Heritage Significance 
 

3.3.1 Introduction 
 

Two approaches are used in Ontario for evaluating the heritage significance of a bridge.  The criteria for 
evaluation are the same but the methods of applying the criteria are different.  Ontario Regulation 9/06 of the 

Ontario Heritage Act is the only set of criteria with legislative authority.  The Ministry of Tourism and Culture 
requires the use of these criteria when assessing any potential historic structure, including bridges, in Ontario.  
The Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines prepared by the Ministry of Transportation is based on Regulation 9/06 

but is used primarily by the Ministry of Transportation for internal planning 

For the purpose of identifying potential heritage resources, Ontario has adopted a “40-year rule” by which any 

feature more than 40 years old is evaluated to determine if it has cultural heritage significance.  Any resource 
constructed more recently is deemed in most – but not all – cases not to have potential heritage significance. 

 

3.3.2 Ontario Heritage Act Regulation 9/06  
 

Regulation 9/06 of the Ontario Heritage Act was prepared to provide criteria for determining cultural heritage 
value or interest (Table 2).  In order to have planning value, the actual evaluation of the structure should include 
a description of character defining features that identify the physical attributes of the bridge that make it 

historically significant.  In order to be designated under Section 29 of the Ontario Heritage Act, a property must 
have cultural heritage value or interest in one or more of the following criteria: 

 

Table 2: Ontario Heritage Act Regulation 9/06 Evaluation Criteria 
 
Criteria Description  

Design or 
Physical Value 

Is a rare, unique, representative or early example of a style, type, expression, material or 
construction method 

Displays a high degree of craftsmanship or artistic merit, 

Demonstrates a high degree of technical or scientific achievement 

Historical or  
Associative Value 

Has direct associations with a theme, event, belief, person, activity, organization or 
institution that is significant to a community 

Yields, or has the potential to yield, information that contributes to an understanding of a 
community or culture, 

Demonstrates or reflects the work or ideas of an architect, artist, builder, designer or 
theorist who is significant to a community 

Contextual Value 

Is important in defining, maintaining or supporting the character of an area 

Is physically, functionally, visually or historically linked to its surroundings 

Is a landmark 
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3.3.3 Ontario Ministry of Transportation Heritage Bridge Guidelines 
 

The overall structure of the Heritage Bridge Guidelines evaluation criteria is similar to Regulation 9/06 however 

the wording has been revised to pertain specifically to bridges.  The intent of the Guidelines is to enable a non-
specialist to undertake the evaluation.  The distinctive feature of the Guidelines is its scoring system (See Table 
3).  A bridge scoring more than 60 (out of a possible 100) is eligible for listing on the Ontario Heritage Bridge 

List.  When the Bridge Guidelines were prepared in 1983, a score of 60 or more made a bridge a potential 
candidate for provincial funding but this is not longer the case.  In 2011 the Ministry of Transportation still uses 
the bridge scoring criteria as a management tool in planning the rehabilitation or replacement of its bridges.  It 

could not be determined if any municipalities use the scoring system as a bridge planning tool today. 

 

3.4 Conservation Planning for Heritage Bridges 
 

3.4.1 Introduction 
 

Any plan to conserve a heritage bridge must be based on sound historical analysis, an understanding of the 
reasons for the proposed undertaking, assessment of potential impacts and financing sources.  Proposed 

technical options should consider cultural heritage value as a critical part of the decision making process.  The 
Ontario Heritage Bridge Program follows a proscriptive approach to conservation planning.  The Historic Bridge 
Management Plan of the New York State Department of Transportation embodies a much more discretionary 

approach. 

Flexibility in developing conservation plans is very important.  Steel trusses, for example, present special 

challenges.  They are typically the oldest surviving bridges in a community and are often structurally obsolete; 
members have rusted, fastenings have failed, accidents have damaged trusses. Even when structural conditions 
are adequate, such bridges may be functionally obsolete due to restricted vertical clearance and/or load 

restrictions.   

 

3.4.2 Ontario Ministry of Transportation Heritage Bridge Program 

 

The Ontario Heritage Bridge Program conservation options outlined in Table 4 are ranked from minimum to 

maximum according to level or degree of physical intervention.  The options are ranked on the well established 
conservation principle that rehabilitation is always preferable to replacement.   
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Table 3: Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines Evaluation and Scoring Criteria  
 

Criteria Score Comment 

D
es

ig
n/

Ph
ys

ic
al

 V
al

ue
 

Functional 
Design: 

20 
High degree of technical or scientific achievement and is  one of a 
kind/prototype or exemplary for its kind  

16 
High degree of technical or scientific achievement and five or fewer survive in 
a region  

12 Fewer than five survive within a region 

0 Little technical or scientific value perspective; many built, many remain 

Visual 
Appeal: 

20 
High degree of craftsmanship or stylistic merit;  well proportioned; 
modifications are sympathetic 

12 Well proportioned and general massing is appropriate to landscape  

4 Structure has only one or two noteworthy features 

0 No noteworthy features 

Materials: 

10 Provincially rare/unusual (stone, wrought iron) 

8 Regionally rare/unusual (timber, riveted steel) 

5 Unusual combination of materials 

0 Common materials 

C
on

te
xt

ua
l V

al
ue

 

Landmark: 

15 Physically prominent and primary symbol in the area; ‘gateway structure’  

9 
Locally significant and perceived by community as having symbolic value 
rather than purely visual or aesthetic value 

3 Familiar structure in the context of the area 

0 No prominence 

Character 
Contribution: 

10 
Defines area character; great municipal importance in establishing or 
protecting this character 

6 Contributes to area character   

0 Character contribution minimal 

H
is

to
ric

/A
ss

oc
ia

tiv
e 

Va
lu

e 

Designer/ 
Construction 

Firm: 

15 
Innovative work or ideas of known influential or prolific companies having 
major impacts on development of a community or other professional groups 

9 
Representative of a company, engineer or builder directly responsible for a 
large number of structures which have resulted in standards forms and 
construction practices 

3 Known but undetermined contribution 

0 Unknown 

Associated with 
Historical 

Theme, Person 
or Event: 

10 
Direct or close association with theme, person or event highly significant in 
understanding the cultural history of the nation, province, municipality or area 

6 Close association with local theme or event 

0 Little or no association with theme or event 
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Table 4: Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines Conservation Options 
 

MTO 
Ranking Option Description 

1 

Retain In 
Service 

Retain bridge with no major modifications undertaken 

2 Restore missing/deteriorated bridge elements  

3 Retain bridge with sympathetic modification 

4 Retain bridge with sympathetically designed new structure in proximity to provide 
added traffic capacity 

5 Retain for 
Other Uses 

Adapt bridge for new use as pedestrian walkways, cycle paths, scenic viewing, etc. 

6 Retain bridge as a heritage monument for viewing purposes only 

7 Relocation Relocate structure to new location for continued or adaptive reuse  

8 Removal and 
Replacement 

Replace structure with a sympathetically designed structure and: 

a) Salvage bridge elements/members of bridge for incorporation into new 

structure or for future conservation work or display; 
b) Undertake full recording and documentation of existing structure 

 

 

3.4.3 New York Department of Transportation Historic Bridge Management Plan 

 

The Historic Bridge Management Plan (2002) prepared by the New York State Department of Transportation 
provides an alternative approach to planning the rehabilitation or replacement of historic bridges (Figure 2).   
Unlike the Ontario Heritage Bridge Program, this approach assumes that the heritage value of the bridge has 

been established prior to any engineering evaluation being conducted.  This presumes that a State or County 
wide inventory had been prepared pro-actively.  Thus, a technical evaluation can have due regard for the historic 
resource as part of the analysis.  The rest of the planning process follows a decision tree by which heritage and 

technical concerns are addressed simultaneously. 

 

3.4.4 Parks Canada Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic 
Places in Canada 

 

Ontario has adopted the Parks Canada Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 

Canada as the best-practice approach to conservation planning in the province.  Section 4.4 provides guidelines 
for engineering works including bridges. 
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3.4.5 Contextual Value of Bridges 
 

Determining the contextual value, or cultural landscape significance, of a bridge is a requirement of both 

Regulation 9/06 and the Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines.  According to the scoring used in the Bridge 
Guidelines, up to 25 percent of the cultural heritage value of a bridge can be due to its context. 

The natural landscape can profoundly effect bridge design.  The Saugeen River is prone to spring flooding and 
heavy ice flows.  The single span McCurdy’s bridge (Section 4.6) over the Saugeen is a much heavier and taller 
structure than the two span 12th of Brant Bridge (Section 4.9) located down stream.  As a result, McCurdy’s is a 

much more prominent landmark. 

The evolution of the road patterns of Bruce County has affected the contextual value of its bridges.  Bruce 

County – as with all other counties – was surveyed in the early 19th century without regards to the natural 
topography.  Hence, roads sometimes crossed rivers at sharp angles or at the base of steep hills.  Whenever 
possible, as in the case of McCurdy’s Bridge (Section 4.6) roads were realigned from the historic road 

allowances to avoid difficult and expense site conditions for new bridges.  Often road approaches were built on 
earthworks over flood plains, or cuttings were made in valley walls to reduce approach grades.   

In the broader landscape, a bridge may be a prominent visual feature in a flat area with open fields, or 
insignificant when in a valley or a tree cluster.  Some bridge designs, such as the concrete rigid fame Little Irwin 
Bridge (Section 4.5) and Gregg Bridge (Section 4.7) can be almost invisible in the landscape apart from their 

railings. 

In considering the context of a bridge, views both of the bridge and from the bridge should be acknowledged.  

This is an important consideration if a replacement bridge is built in proximity to the existing bridge (See Table 4, 
MTO Ranking 4).  In such cases, the new structure should not visually overwhelm the historic bridge. 

Steel truss bridges are often viewed as having cultural heritage value within a community.  The angular form of 
the truss rising above the deck conveys a sense of age and visual interest that sometimes forms a landmark in 
the community.  The 1885 Balls Bridge in Huron County is a notable example of a bridge as a local landmark.  

The bridge was rehabilitated in 2008 rather than removed because of the great cultural value with which the local 
community regarded the structure. 

 

3.4.6 Design of Replacement Bridges 
 

Even when a bridge has been determined to have high cultural heritage value, replacement may still be 
necessary.  The safety of the existing structure may be compromised such that rehabilitation is not a practical 
option.  In other situations rehabilitation or upgrading the existing structure may not be able to achieve modern 

traffic/load requirements. In some cases, the cost of rehabilitation may be considered prohibitive when compared 
to replacement.   

Bridge replacement is not a mitigation option.  Option 8 in Table 4 was not included in the original 1983 Heritage 
Bridge Program and added only with the 2008 Guidelines.  According to the Guidelines, bridge replacement is a 
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form of mitigation when the new structure replicates the appearance of the heritage bridge in the new design.  It 
can also be used when a new bridge is designed in a manner sympathetic to the design qualities of the original 

bridge and its setting.   

However, there is no intrinsic reason why a replacement structure should have the design qualities of the original 

bridge.  For example, if a historic “landmark bridge” has to be replaced, the new structure should also be a 
“landmark”.  It could well be designed using modern structural methods and materials.  As discussed in Section 
Two of this report, bridge design over time has been based on the available materials, changes in engineering 

design, and the specific economics of individual bridge crossings.  There is considerable literature on the best 
approaches to bridge design.  The Ministry of Transportation Aesthetic Guidelines for Bridges discusses the best 
practices for new bridge design in Ontario and an extensive bibliography on the aesthetics of bridge design. 

 

3.5 Summary 
 

The advantage of using the Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines instead of Regulation 9/06 in bridge evaluations 

is that it provides bridge-specific description that guide the compiler through the steps of assessing a bridge.  
Similarly, the numeric scoring provides an absolute quantitative measure of significance whereas Regulation 
9/06 provides a qualitative measure.  The rating of cultural heritage value is thus more easily understood by the 

layman. 

However, the Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines have several drawbacks.  Primarily, the numeric system does 

not provide a description of the features that give a bridge its cultural heritage value or interest. Moreover, the 
scoring system has not been updated since the program began almost 30 years ago.     

If designation or listing under the Ontario Heritage Act is anticipated, than the structure must be evaluated 
according to Regulation 9/06. This provides the most accurate determination of cultural heritage value or interest 
according to provincially accepted criteria. This is the legislative framework within which government bodies 

have the authority to protect heritage features of cultural heritage value or interest. 

Nonetheless, the discretionary conservation approaches of the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of 

Historic Places in Canada and the New York State Historic Bridge Management Plan allow for greater flexibility 
in developing an approach than does the Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines. This encourages a proactive and 
multi-faceted approach to conservation prior to the design of a replacement.  
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Figure 2: Decision Making Process Flow for Bridge Rehabilitation/Replacement 
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4.0 SITE EVALUATIONS OF EIGHT BRIDGES 
 

4.1 Purpose 
 

The two previous sections provide a historical and planning context for evaluating the cultural heritage value of 
bridges in Ontario.  This Section Four applies these concepts to the eight bridges requiring specific assessment.  
The evaluation table for each bridge provides evaluations using both the Ontario Heritage Bridge Guidelines 

scoring and Regulation 9/06.  These bridge evaluations are not Heritage Impact Assessments as defined in 
Section 3.3.1 of this report but provide enough information to provide a preliminary assessment  

 

4.2 Concession 2A Bridge 
 

The Concession 2A Bridge carries Concession 20 over the Teeswater River in the Municipality of Brockton 
(Figure 1).  Concession 2A becomes Concession 20 A at the intersection with Greenock-Elderslie Road roughly 

500 m east of the bridge site.  

The structure is a Warren pony truss (Plate 1). It sits on concrete abutments with wingwalls that extend into earth 

embankments on a roughly 30° skew. The deck, although modern, is constructed with timber. Historical plans 
and/or drawings were not identified.  

The bridge is located within a steeply sloped valley which causes the approaches to the bridge to be quite 
prominent. From the west, the approach is particularly steep as the roadway ascends directly from the bridge 
deck (Plate 2). The east approach is gentler although the roadway is much more rolling.  

 

Table 5: Concession 2A Bridge Evaluation  
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score 
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value 

50 40 

Warren pony truss representative of early 20th century bridge construction for 
short span light traffic areas; rare survivor in Bruce County due to 
widespread replacement as a result of age; use of riveted steel common 
early 20th century material but is rare survivor today.  

Contextual Value 25 10 
Size and scale of pony truss indicative of rural nature of surrounding 
community; location and short span within a steep valley supports character 
of Teeswater River.  

Historical 
Association  

25 0 
None identified; further research needed to identify builder, date of 
construction, settlement history, etc. 

Total 100 50  
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Plate 1: Concession 2A Bridge looking northwest. 

 
 

Plate 2: Concession 2A Bridge looking west.  
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4.3 Watson's Bridge 
 

Watson’s Bridge carries the Greenock-Elderslie Road across the Teeswater River between Concession 20 
(Concession 2A Elserslie Road) and Brant-Elderslie Road. The Greenock-Elderslie Road divides the 
Municipalities of Arran-Elderslie and Brockton. 

The structure is a Pratt through truss with lattice railings and concrete abutments and deck (Plate 3). It has a 112 
ft span and has been sensitively maintained. The Hamilton Bridge Works Co. Ltd. constructed the bridge 

beginning in 1924. Construction required the removal of the previous structure.  

The roadway approaching the bridge from the north is constructed on an earth embankment with relatively deep 

ditches. It is moderately sloped. From the south, a rolling roadway with a more steep approach meets the deck 
(Plate 4).  

 

Table 6: Watson's Bridge Evaluation  
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value 

50 45 

Pratt through truss common design in early 20th century; 
design increasingly rare in Bruce County due to replacement 
as result of age; use of riveted steel common early 20th 
century material but is rare survivor today; much of original 
design has been retained through ongoing maintenance.  

Contextual 
Value  

25 15 
Prominent truss design makes it a landmark in surrounding 
landscape.  

Historical 
Association  

25 10 
The Hamilton Bridge Works Co. was a prolific bridge builder 
in 20th century Ontario; further research needed to identify 
settlement history. 

Total 100 70  
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Plate 3: Watson’s Bridge looking southeast 

 

Plate 4: Watson’s Bridge looking south 
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4.4 Big Irwin Bridge 
 

The Big Irwin Bridge spans the Teeswater River along Brant-Elderslie Road which represents the township line 
dividing the Municipalities of Arran-Elderslie and Brockton. The bridge is located between Greenock-Brant Road 
and Bruce County Road 3.  

The single span Pratt through truss structure has been well maintained throughout its lifetime. Most recently, 
damaged members were rebuilt with modern steel posts and steel highway guard rails were added on both sides 

(Plate 5). However, the bridge appears to sit on the original concrete abutments.  It was constructed in 1924 by 
the Sarnia Bridge Company Ltd. to replace an earlier structure.  

Approaching the structure from the west, the roadway is moderately sloped although the immediate approach is 
less steep than others within the region. The east approach to the bridge is quite flat given the rolling topography 
surrounding the structure (Plate 6).  

The bridge is aligned with the Little Irwin Bridge located roughly 160 m to the east along Brant-Elderslie Road. 

 

Table 7: Big Irwin Bridge Evaluation 
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score 
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value 

50 40 

Pratt through truss was common design in early 20th century; 
design increasingly rare in Bruce County due to replacement 
as result of age; use of riveted steel common early 20th century 
material but is rare survivor today; much of original design 
retained through ongoing maintenance.  

Contextual 
Value  

25 15 
Prominent truss design makes it a landmark in surrounding 
landscape.  

Historical 
Association 

25 10 
Sarnia Bride Company Ltd. was a prominent bridge builder in 
early 20th century; further research needed to identify 
settlement history. 

Total 100 65  
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Plate 5: Big Irwin Bridge looking southeast. 

 

Plate 6: Big Irwin Bridge looking east 
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4.5 Little Irwin Bridge 
 

The Little Irwin Bridge spans a tributary of the Teeswater River along the townline between the Municipalities of 
Arran-Elderslie and Brockton. It is located roughly 200 m east of the Big Irwin Bridge. 

The bridge is a single span, concrete rigid frame structure (Plate 7). It is typical of mid-20th century construction 
throughout the region. Very few modifications have occurred aside from general maintenance. The structure was 
constructed by King Brothers Construction in 1953. 

The approach to the structure is relatively flat given the surrounding topography (Plate 8). While the roadway is 
constructed on an earth embankment, there appears to be minimal slope in the direct vicinity of the structure.  

 

Table 8: Little Irwin Bridge Evaluation 
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score 
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value 

50 10 Bridge determined not to have design or physical value. 

Contextual 25 5 
Historically liked with surrounding context, specifically Big Irwin 
Bridge to west.  

Historical 
Association  

25 5 
Built by King Brothers Construction; further research needed 
regarding King Brothers Construction and settlement patterns.  

Total 100 20  
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Plate 7: Little Irwin Bridge looking northeast 

 

Plate 8: Little Irwin Bridge looking east. 
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4.6 McCurdy’s Bridge 
 

McCurdy’s Bridge is located on the townline between the Municipalities of Arran-Elderslie and Brockton. The 
bridge carries Brant-Elderslie Road across the Saugeen River between Bruce County Road 3 and Side Road 10 
South Elderslie. The roadway deviates from the Brant-Elderslie road right-of-way just west of Side Road 5 North. 

Due to the topography and the steep valley of the Saugeen River, the road was diverted in the 19th century.   

The Pennsylvania Truss is a rare design. It contains rare sub-struts and very deep trusses with long inclined end 

posts at relatively low angles (Plate 9). Intricately designed, construction was completed in 1913. McCurdy’s 
Bridge replaced an earlier structure of an unknown design built in 1885.  It is assumed that the river had been 
previously bridged at this location prior to the 1885 bridge. 

The approach to the structure from the west is curved and very steep. Therefore the bridge is not visible from a 
distance down the roadway on the west. From the east, the roadway curves to the south at the same rate as it 

did from the west side. However, the slope is less steep than on the west side (Plate 10). Although structural 
maintenance has been performed on the bridge, it remains largely unmodified given its age. 

 

Table 9: McCurdy's Bridge Evaluation 
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score 
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value 

50 50 

Pennsylvania Truss design originally used for long span 
railway bridges; use as roadway bridge began in the 1880s in 
the United States; design technically advanced and used only 
over long spans; extremely rare survivor of this design in Bruce 
Count and possibly province (further research needed); use of 
riveted steel common early 20th century material but rare 
survivor today.  

Contextual 
Value  

25 20 

Prominent location in steep valley combined with extensive 
truss design makes it well-known landmark; has become 
associated with rural community and recreational usage of 
Saugeen River. 

Historical 
Association 

25 5 
Pennsylvania Truss design suggest association with historic 
flooding; further research needed to identify builder, settlement 
history, etc. 

Total 100 75  
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Plate 9: McCurdy’s Bridge facing northeast. 

 

Plate 10: McCurdy’s Bridge facing west 

4.7 Gregg Bridge 
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The Gregg Bridge is located between the Municipalities of Brockton and Arran-Elderslie. It carries the Greenock-
Brant Road across the Teeswater River and is located between Watson’s Bridge and Dudgeon Bridge on the 

south side of Concession 18.  

The Gregg Bridge is a concrete, rigid frame, single span structure roughly 12 m (40 ft) in length with modern 

steel highway guard rails and posts (Plate 11). It was constructed in 1965 and is representative of bridge design 
typical of the era and region. It appears to have replaced two 28 ft span steel beam bridges which had concrete 
floors. Plans were to replace it with the Pollock Bridge trusses in 1962 although at some point it was decided to 

construct a new structure. Leonard Seeley & Sons Ltd. constructed the structure between 1966 and 1967.  

The roadway approaching the bridge sits on earth embankments with relatively steep ditches (Plate 12). 

Although the bridge span is 40ft in length, the flow of the tributary of the Teeswater River which runs below the 
bridge appears to have declined substantially in more recent years. This waterway was prone to high waters and 
shows evidence of substantial flooding.  

 

Table 10: Gregg Bridge Evaluation 
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score 
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value   

50 10 
Bridge determined not to have design or physical value or 
interest. 

Contextual 
Value  

25 0 Bridge determined not to have contextual value or interest. 

Historical 
Association  

25 10 

Local builder, Leonard Seeley & Sons Ltd. constructed bridge; 
length of bridge associated with historic flooding of Teeswater 
River; further research needed regarding Leonard Seeley & 
Sons Ltd. and settlement patterns. 

Total 100 20  
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Plate 11: Gregg Bridge looking southwest 

 

Plate 12: Gregg Bridge looking north. 
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4.8 Dudgeon Bridge 
 

Located between the Municipalities of Brockton and Arran-Elderslie, Dudgeon Bridge carries Greenock-Brant 
Road across the Teeswater River. The Dudgeon Bridge is located south of the Gregg Bridge. 

The Dudgeon Bridge contains two distinct structure types (Plate 13). The earlier, two span, concrete structure 
was constructed across the Teeswater River flood plain. It appears to be either a concrete beam or concrete 
slab structure, although this was not field verified.  It is clear in the original design plans that the second span 

was added late in the design phase in order to accommodate high flood waters. The concrete portion was 
constructed by Hugh Watt and Thomas French Pearse in 1920.  

A steel truss with a latticework design spans the waterway (Plate 13). The superstructure sits on the original 
south concrete abutment and the second pier of the concrete structure. The 1920 design plans show the 
presence of a truss structure different from the current structure. Although a later addition, it is likely that the 

steel structure was constructed in the 19th century as the latticework design was a common railway bridge 
design in the 1880s.  Repurposed for use on a roadway rather than railway, it replaced the original structure at 
an unknown date.  

The roadway curves slightly at the bridge (Plate 14), likely due to the challenging topography surrounding the 
two branches of the Teeswater River. As a result, when approaching from the south, the bridge is completely 

hidden from view. From the north side, the roadway veers to the east so that the bridge crosses the Teeswater 
River so as to minimize the skew of the bridge.  

 

Table 11: Dungeon Bridge Evaluation 
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value 

50 30 

Design incorporates two structural types when combined are 
unique in surrounding townships in Bruce County; latticework 
structure common in railway construction but rare in roadway 
use; riveted steel common early 20th century material but 
rare survivor today. 

Contextual 
Value  

25 5 
Due to location in valley, truss is prominent visual feature in 
the landscape. 

Historical 
Association  

25 15 

Original concrete structure constructed by Hugh Watt and 
Thomas French Pearse; design featuring additional span 
associated with historic flooding; further research needed 
regarding steel truss replacement, Watt and Pearse and 
settlement patterns. 

Total 100 50  
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Plate 13: Dudgeon Bridge looking northeast. 

 

Plate 14: Dudgeon Bridge looking north. 
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4.9 12th of Brant Bridge 
 

The 12th Concession Bridge is located between Side Road 15 South Elderslie and Bruce County Road 3 in the 
Municipality of Brockton. It carries Concession 12 across the Saugeen River. A detailed history, analysis and a 
detailed evaluation of the structure can be found in the Heritage Impact Assessment of the 12th Concession 

Bridge undertaken in 2007 by Historica Research Ltd.  

The 12th Concession Bridge consists of two early 20th century, distinctive highway bridge types (Plate 15) – the 

widely used Pratt Truss bridges and the much rarer double-intersection Warren truss. The two replacement 
spans were reused from the abandoned 6th Concession Brant Bridge over the Saugeen and the former Denny’s 
Bridge in Southampton. Both bridges had fallen into disuse and were relocated following the destruction of the 

original bridge as a result of flooding. The east (land) span provids additional channel capacity when the river is 
in flood and the west span crosses the waterway. The Ontario Bridge Company undertook both the concrete 
work and the relocation efforts in 1949.  

The Saugeen River cuts through a shallow, board valley where the 12th Concession road crosses the River.  
The road crosses the river at right-angles. The river is subject to large variations in flow.  The bridge approaches 

are built on earth embankments in order to raise the structure above the spring flood level.  The east, shorter 
structure (Plate 16) is a dry span built over the flood plain to provide for relief flow in times of heavy flooding. 

The bridge was evaluated as a single unit rather than individual structures or spans. 

 

Table 12: 12th of Brant Bridge Evaluation 
 

Criteria 

Ontario Heritage 
Bridge Program 

Ontario Heritage Act  
Regulation 9/06 

Maximum 
Score 

Score 
Heritage Attributes of  

Cultural Heritage Value or Interest 

Design/Physical 
Value   

50 45 

Pratt Truss bridge design is rare survivor of common in 20th 
century bridge design; double-intersection Warren truss rare 
survivor of uncommon bridge design; both technically advanced 
designs; use of riveted steel common early 20th century material 
but is rare survivor today; reuse of bridges common in flood 
prone areas.  

Contextual 
Value  

25 20 
Prominent location in steep valley and extensive truss design 
with wide span make it a landmark; combination of bridge 
designs historically link bridge to surrounding area. 

Historical 
Association  

25 10 
Constructed by Ontario Bridge Company active throughout 20th 
century; relocation of second span associated with historic 
Saugeen River floods. 

Total 100 75  
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Plate 15: 12th of Brant Bridge looking south east. 

 

Plate 16: 12th of Brant Bridge looking east. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

5.1 Conclusions 
 

The Heritage Evaluation Process used in the County of Bruce’s Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan will enable the 

County to evaluate the cultural heritage impacts of bridge replacement or rehabilitation.  The proactive approach 
will enable the County to use best-practice methods for bridge conservation. This approach will enable capital 
budgets to be developed and create alternative conservation schemes designed on a county-wide basis rather 

than reacting on a bridge-by-bridge basis.  Too often, the heritage value of bridges is considered so late in the 
planning process, that it cannot influence changes in other design parameters.  

The preliminary inventory of this study was limited to eight bridges – seven County owned and one municipally 
owned – more than 40 years of age.  Six of the bridges are steel trusses and according to B.M. Ross they 
represent the largest group of this design remaining in the county.  The other two are concrete.  Ideally, the 

experience gained in evaluating these bridges can be applied to the rest of the County. 

This report was prepared to develop an approach to include heritage issues within a master planning process for 

bridge infrastructure needs for these eight bridges.  The intent of this process was to provide a proactive 
approach to identifying historic bridges and integrating the results into traffic infrastructure needs in the County.  

 

5.2 Recommendations 
 

5.2.1 Eight Bridges in this Report 
 

 List as per Section 3.2.1 those County bridges in a heritage register maintained by the County that are 

determined to be eligible for listing under the Ontario Heritage Act, Section 27. 

 Prepare heritage impact assessments and conservation plans for each listed bridge.  The conservation plan 

should identify maintenance strategies for a reasonable time period (ten to twenty years) and if replacement 
is intended, develop a replacement strategy appropriate for the location. 

 Designate as per Section 3.2.1 exceptionally important bridges under the Ontario Heritage Act, Section 29. 
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5.2.2 Other County Bridges 
 

 Inventory all County bridges over 40 years of age and evaluate their cultural heritage value or interest using 

Ontario Regulation 9/06. 

 List as per Section 3.2.1 the bridges eligible for listing under the Ontario Heritage Act, Section 27, in a 

heritage register maintained by the County. 

 Prepare heritage impact assessments and conservation plans for each listed bridge.  The conservation plan 

should identify maintenance strategies for a reasonable time period (ten to twenty years) and if replacement 
is intended, develop a replacement strategy appropriate for the location. 

 Designate as per Section 3.2.1 exceptionally important bridges under the Ontario Heritage Act, Section 29. 
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Memo 
Project No.  1253 

To:  Kelly Vader  

From:  Phil Anderson  

Date:  October 29, 2012 
  
Re:  Bruce County Bridges – Habitat Characterization – w ith 2012-2013 DFO 
Species At Risk Distribution Mapping Update 
       
 

 
Dear Kelly,  
 

Natural Resource Solutions Inc. (NRSI) was retained by B. M. Ross and Associates 
Limited to characterize habitat in the vicinity of eight bridges in the Saugeen watershed, 
as well as one additional potential crossing site.  The following memo summarizes the 
results of the compilation of secondary source information, the field survey, potential 
short and long term impacts and/or benefits, and the associated mitigations.  
 
1) Secondary Source Information: Species at Risk 

The review of secondary source information revealed no Species At Risk (SAR) records at any 

respective bridge crossing.  Sources of information investigated included:  

o Requests for aquatic, wetland, and terrestrial habitat and faunal inventories from the 

Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) and the Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority;  

o Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) database (searched by the Ministry of 

Natural Resources (MNR) representative on our behalf);  

o surficial geology mapping;  

o Fisheries and Oceans Fish and Mussel Species at Risk Distribution Maps;  

o Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas;  

o Natural Resource Solutions Inc (NRSI) Mammals Records from the study area (full list 

available upon request);  

o NRSI Reptiles and Amphibians Records from the study area (full list available upon 

request);  

o Saugeen River subwatershed Report Cards (SVCA website);  

o Fish community/ thermal regime information via SVCA correspondence.         
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It is important to note that despite the lack of any direct evidence of SAR at any site, the 

representative MNR Species at Risk Biologist, Jodi Benvenuti (Midhurst District), indicated that 

the following SAR have the potential to be located at crossings in the study area: 

1. Butternut:  

a. Status - Endangered Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - They do well on floodplains so they can be at any crossing.  

Walnut species (either butternut or black walnut) were observed at Watsons 

Bridge.  Potential butternut trees could be avoided by minimizing encroachment 

into forested areas.  Generally, bridge widening should be shifted towards 

meadow-type habitat and away from treed areas, if this option exists.    

 

2. Tuberous Indian plantain:  

a. Status - Special Concern Provincially and Nationally.  

b. Considerations - The mapping does not show its distribution in our study area 

but the MNR representative stated it may be there despite not appearing in the 

Natural Heritage Information Center (NHIC) mapping.  Species grows in wet 

sandy areas along river banks near Lake Huron, but specimens have also been 

recorded inland along the Thames, Maitland and Ausable Rivers.  Because we 

are not near Lake Huron and we are within the Saugeen River watershed, in 

which there is no record of occurrence, there is a very low probability of it being 

present in the study area.  In addition, there is a significant elevation difference 

between top-of-bank and the watercourses at most sites, which may result in 

too dry a moisture regime for this species.    

 

3. Short-eared owl:  

a. Status - Special Concern Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - Its range overlaps the study area but there are no specific 

records of occurrence.  It lives in open areas such as grasslands and marshes.  

Grasslands are not limiting in the area because of the abundance of pasture and 

abandoned pasture/farmland.  

 

4. Monarch:  

a. Status - Special Concern Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - It can be found anywhere in Ontario where milkweed plants 

are present.   

 

5. Least Bittern:  

a. Status - Threatened Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - Bitterns generally require large, quiet marshes and as marshes 

decrease in size and human recreation increases, the population declines in an 

area.  There is no such habitat in the immediate vicinity of any of the crossings 

and therefore this species is not of concern to the project.  

 

6. Loggerhead shrike:  
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a. Status - Endangered Provincially and Nationally.    

b. Considerations - Loggerhead Shrikes hunt from perches in open country, and 

prefer a combination of pasture or other grassland with scattered low trees and 

shrubs.  The range map is not within the vicinity of the study area.  The 

preferred habitat is not limiting in the study area. 

 

7. *Pugnose shiner :  

a. Status - Endangered Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - This species was not included in the list of potential species 

noted by the MNR, but was noted by SVCA that it may occur in the Teeswater 

River.  It can live in slow moving streams where the water is clear. There is lots 

of slow-moving water but only one of the project sites on the Teeswater River 

had relatively clear water.  The respective site was the furthest upstream of the 

sites in the study area (Dudgeon Bridge). 

 

8. Eastern ribbonsnake:  

a. Status - Special Concern Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - The range is essentially all of southern Ontario.  There are no 

records of its occurrence in the study area.  It is found close to water and 

especially marshes where it hunts for frogs and fish.   

 

9. Rainbow mussel: 

a. Status - Endangered Provincially and Nationally.   

b. Considerations - Based on the Department of Fisheries and Oceans distribution 

mapping (2012 – 2012) the Rainbow mussel is present in the Saugeen and 

Teeswater River.  Within the Teeswater River the upstream limit is identified as 

the Big Irwin Bridge Crossing and does not extend upstream to Dudgeon Bridge.  

Within the study area, only the most upstream site (Dudgeon Bridge) is 

relatively clear.  This site is also upstream of intensive agricultural land, however 

there is also substantial agriculture further upstream in the watershed that may 

impact the sustainability of the mussel.  The rainbow mussel is most numerous 

in clean, well-oxygenated waters at depths of less than one metre, which 

eliminates many sites.  It is sensitive to toxins from agricultural and residential 

runoff, including ammonia. The presence of this species at Big Irwin Bridge will 

require some additional work including a mussel relocation and monitoring 

plan. 

 

10. Fawnsfoot mussel: 

a. Status - Endangered Provincially and Nationally.    

b. Considerations – Based on the Department of Fisheries and Oceans distribution 

mapping (2012 – 2012) the Rainbow mussel is present in the Saugeen and 

Teeswater River.  Within the Teeswater River the upstream limit is identified as 

the Big Irwin Bridge Crossing and does not extend upstream to Dudgeon Bridge.  
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The range as indicated on DFO distribution mapping extends to an upstream 

limit of Big Irwin Bridge.  These species prefer large and medium sized rivers and 

can be found in gravel, sand or mud in areas with little current.  The presence of 

this species at Big Irwin Bridge will require some additional work including a 

mussel relocation and monitoring plan. 

11. Hungerford’s crawling water beetle:  

a. Status - S1 Critically Imperilled, Endangered federally.   

b. Considerations - This species is not listed on the MNR or ROM site but was 

identified as a potential SAR by the MNR.  An article about this beetle appears in 

the Saugeen Times  

(http://www.saugeentimes.com/A%20Fight%20to%20Save%20an%20Endanger

ed%20Species%20Part%201.htm), and further information can be found on 

Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungerford's_crawling_water_beetle).  

The only known population of Hungerford's crawling water beetle outside of the 

United States inhabit the North Saugeen River near Scone in Bruce County, 

Ontario.  This location is to the east and outside the study area.   It is believed 

that the Hungerford's crawling water beetle requires cool (15–25 °C or 59–

77 °F), swift flowing alkaline streams with sand and gravel bottoms. While in 

their larval stage, the beetles gather in concentrations of microalgae and in 

slower moving waters.[4] The beetles are thought to have historically favored 

beaver dams. 

 

2) Individual Site Habitat Characteristics and Considerations 

The following section characterizes habitat at each site, discusses their respective sensitivities, 

and the impact/benefits of removing or not removing a bridge: 

12
th

 of Brant  

Watercourse: Saugeen River 

Species at Risk potential: None were identified directly at the site.  Very low probability of any 

aquatic SAR at this site due to moderate turbidity and very slow water, as most aquatic SAR are 

intolerant of silt and need clear water (often this is how they become at risk).  There is potential 

for butternut but no walnut specimens were observed during the site visit.  Low probability for 

tuberous Indian plantain because the floodplain is very high and therefore does not provide 

“wet sandy soils”, required by this plant. 

Riparian corners 

NW: pasture to top of bank. Scrub brush riparian with sparse understory presumably due to 

grazing. 

SW: pasture to top of bank. Scrub brush riparian with sparse understory presumably due to 

grazing.  
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NE: thick scrub brush with lots of herbaceous vegetation covered with vines. 

SE: same as NE. 

Banks/Flooding considerations: Steep and high banks but relatively stable.  The thalweg and 

main erosional force is on the west side.  The flood-prone area is to the east but the river must 

rise substantially to top its banks.  The bridge abutment sticks into the active channel on the 

east side. 

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology: Very low gradient.  100% pool (i.e. minimal hydraulic 

head).  Likely all fine substrates but visibility is too low to see.  Rip rap at bridge abutments. 

Water clarity: Moderately turbid. 

Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions: Migratory coldwater, resident coolwater and warmwater.  

The allowable work period would be July 16 to September 14, without further information on 

the fish community, and/or consultation with MNR.  Note that this is for in-water works only.  

Works near the water may be permitted with appropriate mitigations. 

Sensitivity: LOW. Sensitivity of the site is low from both an aquatic and terrestrial perspective.  

Aquatic sensitivity is low due to the low gradient and associated homogenous habitat.  The 

riparian and terrestrial habitat is also of low sensitivity due to cattle access and the young 

successional stage of the undisturbed vegetation.   

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 

• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank; 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 

Long-term: 

• Consider westward migration of channel in placement of west abutment; 

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations:  A new structure would be a net benefit ecologically if it restricts flood flows less 

than they are currently.  This would allow for channel-forming processes to act in a more 

natural/historic manner.  In addition, allowing for more flood flow will allow for less restricted 

wildlife passage through the floodplain.   
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McCurdy Bridge  

Watercourse: Saugeen River 

Species at Risk potential: Still very low probability for aquatic species at risk due to low water 

clarity/gradient.  Avoiding the south road allowance as a new alignment option would minimize 

environmental impact and associated potential impact for SAR.  The south road allowance has 

naturalized and is connected to undisturbed riparian habitat on both sides.  There is potential 

for butternut at the existing crossing but no walnut trees were observed in the vicinity during 

the site investigation.  There is a low probability for tuberous Indian plantain because the 

floodplain is very high and therefore is unlikely to provide “wet sandy soils”, required by this 

plant. 

Riparian corners:  

NW: cultural meadow around top of bank transitioning into scrubby cedar/hawthorn/apple 

further upland. 

SW: meadow in canoe-access parking area and cedar woods behind. 

NE: cattle fencing project and regenerating scrub with some larger willows and a hawthorn 

understory.  It’s a very open understory and therefore the cattle may still have access to top of 

bank. 

SE: maturing scrub-brush of crack willow, Manitoba maple and poplar understory with thick 

goldenrod and wild grape. 

Banks/Flooding considerations: 45° slope but relatively stable, with some minor erosion evident.  

The river is on the west side of the valley but the thalweg is transitioning from west to east (i.e. 

a cross-over point).  Flooding is to the east and more restricted to the west, and the river needs 

to rise about 2 - 4 m to flood. 

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology: Low gradient dominated by pools with some flats (i.e. 

flats have greater velocity than pools).  Substrates dominated by fines but cobble is also present.  

Water clarity – Moderately turbid. 

Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions:  Migratory coldwater, resident coolwater and warmwater.  

The allowable work period would be July 16 to September 14, without further information on 

the fish community, and would be determined in consultation with the SVCA and MNR.  Note 

that this is for in-water works only.  Works near the water may be permitted with appropriate 

mitigations. 

Sensitivity: LOW. Sensitivity of the site is low from both an aquatic and terrestrial perspective.  

Aquatic sensitivity is low due to the low gradient and associated homogenous habitat, as well as 

the presence of what look like old bridge piers in the active channel.  In addition, this site 

appears to be at a cross-over point between erosional bends, and is thus relatively stable (in 

terms of channel migration) compared to an eroding bend.  The flood-prone area is also 

relatively narrow, which is ideal for a crossing site.  The riparian and terrestrial habitat is also of 
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low sensitivity due to cattle access. There are some sparse larger crack willows that may require 

removal, however these trees are abundant and additional plantings could make up for the loss.     

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 

• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank; 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 

Long-term: 

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations: There will be far less ecological impact by using the existing road alignment.  

Replacement of this bridge will result in a net benefit to the river provided there is increased 

flood-capacity, and abutment/pier placement outside of the active channel.  There is canoe 

access and a boat launch at this site, which will likely require consideration in the design.  

 

Little Irwin 

Watercourse: tributary of the Teeswater river near the confluence. 

This is a new bridge and therefore replacement does not seem like a logical option.  Cattle have 

full access to the stream on the south side.  The south side is completely denuded of vegetation 

presumably due to grazing.  The north side has some naturalizing riparian meadow.  Very little 

flow.  Low sensitivity due to lack of riparian vegetation, cattle access, and likely intermittent 

flow. 

 

Big Irwin 

Watercourse: Teeswater River  

Species at Risk potential:  There may be Pugnose shiner in the Teeswater, as indicated verbally 

by SVCA.  There is potential for butternut but no walnut trees were observed here during the 

site visit.  There may be potential for tuberous Indian plantain right along the banks in low-lying 

sections.  Further upslope there is very little potential due to reduced moisture regime up the 

slope. 
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The Rainbow and Fawnsfoot mussels have been identified within the Teeswater River with a 

range that extends upstream to the Big Irwin Bridge crossing.  Based on the DFO distribution 

mapping it should be assumed that these species are present at this crossing and works 

associated with crossing should be completed under this assumption.  

Riparian corners:  

NW: graminoid meadow with the odd shrub. 

SW: cedar scrub with historical or current grazing through it.  There is no evidence of grazing 

right to the stream edge but there is a new electric fence by the abutment and the understory 

through the scrub is very open. 

NE: graminoid meadow with the odd shrub. 

SE: narrow band of graminoid meadow with a cattle fence and active pasture behind. 

Banks/Flooding considerations – 10° slope on east banks leading to the floodplain.  The NW 

bank has no floodplain as the river is at the valley slope.  The bank is 20° and a small floodplain 

begins to form on the south bank on the west side. 

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology – medium gradient to the south with stone and silt 

substrates and long pool/flat with short riffle morphology.  To the north the gradient is lower 

and the morphology is 100% pool with substrates dominated by fines. 

Water clarity – Low/Moderately turbid. 

Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions –coolwater and warmwater.  The allowable work period 

would be July 16 to March 14 (i.e. summer through fall and winter).  Note that this is for in-

water works only and would have to be approved by MNR. Works near the water may be 

permitted with appropriate mitigations. 

Sensitivity: LOW. Despite this ranking, the potential for the presence of the endangered pugnose 

shiner may require more stringent mitigations/compensation.  This site completely lacks riparian 

shading and has relatively narrow riparian bands to the east before it becomes pasture.  The 

approach road confines flood flow to the area between the abutments, likely causing changes to 

sediment transport and other river processes. 

There are minimal terrestrial concerns because the approach road blocks the floodplain and 

provides little cover. 

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 
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• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank); 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 

Long-term: 

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations:  There is a broad floodplain at this site that appears to go all the way east to the 

Little Irwin Bridge, as indicated by the presence of modern alluvial deposits on the surficial 

geology mapping.  Any decrease in the encroachment of the approach-road into the floodplain 

may be beneficial.  Additionally, an increase in the distance between the abutments may also be 

beneficial.  There are likely significant impacts to the habitat caused by existing landuse 

practices (lack of riparian shading and large wood input; close proximity of cattle to the 

watercourse and narrow riparian band).  Riparian tree planting through this reach, and 

increasing the riparian width is badly needed through this reach.     

 

No Existing Bridge (New Site at Conc 2A) 

Watercourse: Saugeen River 

Species at Risk potential: There is potential for rainbow mussel here due to increased water 

clarity and abundant shallows.  It is sensitive to ammonia so cattle access upstream may be an 

issue to sustainability of the mussel.  Butternut could be here but no walnut trees were 

observed during the survey.  There is greater potential for tuberous Indian plantain at this site 

versus other Saugeen River sites because of lower bank elevation with respect to baseflow 

waterlevels, which provides wetter soils.  There are also some wetter species present such as 

joepye weed.  The west side appears wetter than the east as there are no obvious patches of 

vegetation requiring wet conditions on the east bank.   

Riparian corners –  

NW and SW: natural scrub for more than 30 m and naturalizing abandoned pasture behind. 

NE and SE: a band of crack willow and deciduous trees with grasses in understory.  Looks like 

pasture behind the slope. 

Banks/Flooding considerations – The west bank is steep but stable sandy-silt with some minor 

erosion, and is mostly vegetated.  Floodprone area is to the west.  The east bank is the same 

situation as the west.  The river is confined to the east by the sloping valley wall.  

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology – Medium/high gradient with clean rock substrates 

(various sizes) and riffle/run morphology.  

Water clarity – Low turbidity. About 2 feet visibility. 
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Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions – Migratory coldwater, resident coolwater and warmwater.  

The allowable work period would be July 16 to September 14, without further information on 

the fish community, and/or consultation with MNR.  Note that this is for in-water works only.  

Works near the water may be permitted with appropriate mitigations. 

Sensitivity: HIGH. The habitat is conducive to supporting rainbow mussels and disruption of 

habitat/water quality should be avoided.  To this end, a new bridge could be installed in a 

manner to avoid impact, but would require stringent mitigation and likely compensation.  

Accommodating flood flows and adequate spacing of abutments and piers is more critical at this 

site because of the higher gradient and associated increased force of flow that could alter 

habitat.  This site would require removal of riparian vegetation for construction works.       

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Minimize riparian vegetation removal; 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 

• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank; 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 

 

Long-term: 

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations:  This is a decent spot for a bridge crossing as the valley is not particularly wide, 

as shown by the width of modern alluvial deposits in the surficial geology mapping.  However, 

this site is presumably more sensitive to placement of a pier in the water given the higher 

gradient and associated higher force of channel-forming flows.  Installation of an abutment or 

pier at this location would likely require mussel surveys to fulfill SAR legislative requirements, 

and would likely require a fisheries act Authorization and associated compensation.   

A leopard frog (not at risk) was observed at the site. 

 

New Site (Conc 20) 

Watercourse: Teeswater River 

Species at Risk potential:  There may be Pugnose shiner in the Teeswater, as indicated verbally 

by SVCA.  There is potential for butternut but no walnut species were observed here during the 

site visit.  There may be potential for tuberous Indian plantain on the south side right along the 
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banks in low-lying sections.  Further upslope there is very little potential due to reduced 

moisture regime up the slope. 

Riparian corners:   

NW: meadow, quickly transitioning to cedar bush. 

SW: graminoid and goldenrod meadow with sparse cedars and cattail sections. 

NE: goldenrod meadow and one big multi-stemmed willow tree. 

SE: goldenrod meadow and some joepye weed. 

Banks/Flooding considerations:  The east banks are steep at the stream edge for the first foot 

and then are gently sloped onto the floodplain.  The NW bank is stable but the river is confined 

here by the valley slope.  Further south on the west bank the valley is not right at the river’s 

edge. 

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology – Medium gradient to the south and medium/low to 

the north.  The north substrates are dominated by silt-covered cobble and rubble through 

pool/flat/slow-riffle morphology.  The south side is higher gradient with a riffle/flat morphology 

and less silt deposits over the abundant rock. 

Water clarity – Low/Moderately turbid. 

Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions – coolwater and warmwater.  The allowable work period 

would be July 16 to March 14 (i.e. summer through fall and winter).  Note that this is for in-

water works only and would have to be approved by MNR.   Works near the water may be 

permitted with appropriate mitigations. 

Sensitivity: MEDIUM.  This site may require removal of some naturalizing cedar bush as well as 

grading on the adjacent steeply sloped approach road from the west, which may cause some 

issues controlling sediment and erosion.  In addition, the abutments are within the active 

channel and therefore their removal is in-water works which will cause some short-term impact.  

The Teeswater also potentially hosts the endangered pugnose shiner.     

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Minimize riparian vegetation removal; 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 

• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank; 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 
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Long-term: 

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations:  The removal of the existing abutments and replacement with a larger span, and 

increasing the capacity of flood flow, will result in long-term benefit.  Currently the approach 

road from the east occupies the entire floodplain, forcing all flood flows under the bridge.  

Providing a span over some of the floodplain will also provide terrestrial benefits by allowing 

some wildlife passage.   

This is a decent crossing spot given the relatively narrow flood prone area as indicated by the 

modern alluvial deposits in the surficial geology mapping, and lack of significant channel 

meandering.   

 

Watson’s Bridge 

Watercourse: Teeswater River 

Species at Risk potential: There may be Pugnose shiner in the Teeswater, however this section is 

quite turbid and therefore has lower potential for pugnose shiner than other Teeswater 

reaches.  Walnut trees were observed at the site and may require inventory to determine if they 

are black walnut (not at risk) or butternut (at risk), if there is to be encroachment in this area.  

There is low potential for tuberous Indian plantain based on the lack of abundant wet-indicator 

plant species, however there were some localized patches of joe-pye weed, and therefore it is 

not impossible that the plantain is present near the wetted edge.  Further upslope there is very 

little potential due to reduced moisture regime up the slope. 

Riparian corners:  

NW: band of basswood and walnut trees with grassed banks and soy fields behind. 

SW: mature mixed woods. 

NE: meadow/shrub of basswood and willow with goldenrod/graminoid understory. 

SE: goldenrod/graminoid meadow.  

Banks/Flooding considerations:  NE and SE bank is on the inside bend and is 45° after a vertical 

face for the first foot, but stable and fully vegetated.  The west banks are on the outside but 

stable.  Like the inside banks, they are very steep at the river and then gently sloped before 

getting steeper up the valley side.  The bridge abutments are within the bankful width. 

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology:  Low gradient and 100% pool with relatively shallow 

depths with silt-covered rock.  

Water clarity:  moderate/high turbidity. 
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Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions:  Coolwater and warmwater.  The allowable work period 

would be July 16 to March 14 (i.e. summer through fall and winter).  Note that this is for in-

water works only and would have to be approved by MNR.   Works near the water may be 

permitted with appropriate mitigations. 

Sensitivity: LOW.  Sensitivity is low provided any expansion avoids the mature woods and 

potential butternuts on the west side.  From an aquatic perspective the habitat is very 

homogenous and turbidity may be a natural function of wave action on fine-textured soils along 

the banks, in this low gradient reach.       

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Minimize riparian vegetation removal; 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 

• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank); 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 

 

Long-term: 

• Avoid west side woods and walnut trees; 

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations:  This is a very good spot for a crossing in terms of being a very narrow floodplain 

width indicated by the modern alluvial deposits shown on the surficial geology mapping.  There 

is a flow-gauge station at the site.  Avoiding alignment to the west would eliminate potential 

impact to the walnut trees (potential butternuts) as well as mature woods.  There is very little 

impact if the alignment goes east, which also avoids the flow gauge hut.  Increasing the width 

between the abutments would be beneficial, if this option is possible.  The floodplain is naturally 

confined at this site, so relatively few piers could be used to restore connection of the river to its 

floodplain.  

 

Gregg Bridge 

Watercourse: tributary of the Teeswater River 

This is a new bridge and therefore it is unlikely that it requires/warrants replacement.  There is a 

huge pool at the culvert and flow is about 15 L/s with moderate/high turbidity (visibility about 1 
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foot).  The approach roads from both directions occupy the broad floodplain, thus interfering 

with flood flows.  

 

Dudgeon Bridge 

Watercourse: Teeswater River 

Species at Risk potential:  There may be Pugnose shiner in this reach given the much clearer 

water compared to reaches downstream.  There is only the potential for butternut in the NW 

quadrant as the other quadrants are meadow habitat lacking trees.  There is potential for 

tuberous Indian plantain in the low-lying sections of floodplain, although the vegetation is 

dominated by graminoids and goldenrods indicating relatively well-drained conditions through 

most of the floodplain.   

The rainbow and fawnsfoot mussles identified in the Teeswater River do not currently have an 

identified range extending to Dudgeon Bridge.  There is potential for these species to be present 

at this location and may not have been identified here due to a lack of sampling efforts.  

Riparian corners:  

NW: Older scrub with Manitoba maple and silver birch and dense understory with wild grapes. 

SW: graminoid/goldenrod meadow transitioning to cedar woods further upland. 

NE: About 5 m of goldenrod meadow adjacent to wetted edge, then mowed grass. 

SE: goldenrod/graminoid and nettle meadow.  

Banks/Flooding considerations: The north side of the crossing is floodplain.  Both abutments 

encroach into the bankful width.  The SW corner is an inside bend with stable low angled banks.  

The NE bank is confined by the bridge abutment.  The bank here is 1.5 vertical feet and eroding, 

with a gentle 10° slope beyond, which is fully vegetated. 

Gradient/Substrate/Channel Morphology: medium/low gradient upstream to the west and low 

gradient downstream with 100% pool.  Substrates are rock-dominated upstream and rock/silt 

downstream. 

Water clarity: low turbidity. 

Thermal Regime/Timing Restrictions: The allowable work period assuming a cool and 

warmwater fishery is July 16 to March 14 (i.e. summer through fall and winter).  It should be 

noted that there is potential for coldwater species at this site, which could result in a very 

restricted timing window.  There are sandy deposits upstream which could contribute to 

groundwater inputs and the presence of coldwater species.  The river also appears more 

confined upstream with greater shade via cedar woods, which are more conducive to 

supporting coldwater species.  The appropriate timing window would have to be approved by 

MNR.   Works near the water may be permitted with appropriate mitigations. 
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Sensitivity: HIGH.  This site has the highest probability to support pugnose shiner of the sites 

investigated on the Teeswater River due to the higher water clarity, and presumably better 

water quality given it is upstream of the extensive denuded riparian zones and cattle-access 

areas.  There is however abundant agricultural landuse further upstream beyond the cedar 

forest.  There is potential for coldwater fish species at this site given the cedar-forest riparian 

zone upstream, and the presence of sandy surficial deposits which could contribute 

groundwater.  In addition, there would be unavoidable short-term impact from removal of an 

existing abutment and pier, as they are both in the water.         

Mitigations:    

Short-term: 

• Minimize riparian vegetation removal; 

• Conduct in-water work during appropriate timing window; 

• Commence work on the approach road and work towards the river to minimize the 

duration or near-water works; 

• Use a two-tier approach to minimize probability of sediments reaching the watercourse 

(i.e. strategic temporary grading and more permanent double row of sediment fencing 

at the top-of-bank; 

• Isolate abutment and pier using coffer dam to work in the dry. 

 

Long-term: 

• Avoid the natural upstream side, and expand towards the downstream (east) side;  

• Space abutments and/or piers out of the active channel if possible; 

• Reduce area-footprint in the floodplain of the approach-road. 

 

Considerations:  This was not a good crossing spot to begin with given the wide floodplain 

indicated by the modern alluvial deposits shown on the surficial geology mapping.  Additional 

piers are in place which would allow for at least partial uninterrupted flood flow.  Abutments 

and piers for a new crossing should be placed out of the bankful width of the active channel, if 

possible.  The reach immediately downstream is in dire need of riparian tree planting.  Abundant 

remnant wood can be seen interwoven within the outside bend on the downstream side of the 

bridge, and gives an idea of the historical influence of wood on the channel and fish habitat. 

Fishing lines and lure observed in overhead wire.  Giant caddis fly observed. 

 

3) Conclusions and Recommendations 

In general, the less interference a crossing has on the watercourse and floodplain, the less the 

chance of causing impact.  Many of the bridges in question already greatly interfere with flood 

flows and the associated normal river dynamics and associated ecology.  Movement of 

abutments and/or piers out of the active channel, and decreasing the encroachment of 

approach-roads in the floodplains, will provide long-term benefit to wildlife by restoring some 
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natural movement through the floodplain.  Increasing floodplain capacity at a crossing would 

also help restore natural river-processes, however assessing impact and/or benefit to fish 

habitat is difficult because of the over-riding effects of variables that operate at the watershed 

level (i.e. agricultural landuse activities).    

Placement of an abutment or pier within the active channel is not necessarily an impact, but it 

will likely at least cause a localized change in habitat.  The abutments or piers act as hard-points 

in the channel around which water must flow.  The frequency of hard-points in the channel may 

have been more common historically in a forested watershed, and resulted from large tree input 

and the formation of logjams.  Thus it could be argued that abutments/piers are replacing the 

reduced input of large trees and reduced number of logjams, however this is speculative, and 

there are obvious inherent differences between solid abutments and trees or logjams.     

Regardless of the above discussion, there is no historic condition or process which fully confined 

flood flows to a narrow opening.  Thus increasing and/or restoring the connection between the 

river and its floodplain by reducing encroachment of the approach-road, is beneficial to both 

river processes and wildlife movement.  Thus, from an ecological perspective, prioritizing 

bridges for replacement is a function of:  

• short-term impact:  

o Is in-water work involved? 

o What type of habitat is present where in-water works will occur? 

o What is the potential for species at risk? 

o Are there site-specific constraints to sediment and erosion control? (i.e. erodible 

and highly-sloped land close to water) . 

 

• long-term impact or benefit:  

o Is the existing structure impacting wildlife movement and normal river 

processes? 

o Will the new design improve on wildlife movement and river processes? 

o What is the area and type of riparian vegetation to be removed? 

o Can the removal of riparian vegetation be compensated for? (i.e. an old growth 

forest cannot be compensated) 

 
Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 
Sincerely,  
Natural Resource Solutions Inc 

 
Phil Anderson FWT 
Aquatic Biologist 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 
 
As part of the central Bruce County Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan, six bridge locations along 
the Saugeen and Teeswater rivers in the Bruce County municipalities of Brockton and Arran-
Elderslie – Concession 20, Watson’s, Dudgeon, 12th of Brant, McCurdy and Big Irwin, are being 
considered for repair, rehabilitation, relocation, or retirement.  
 
Based on landscape, archaeological, and historical evidence presented in this Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) Stage 1 archaeological assessment, potential exists that 
Native and Euro-Canadian cultural heritage (archaeological) resources may be present along 
the river banks, flood plains, valley floors, and elevated river valley edges of the Saugeen and 
Teeswater rivers. MTCS Stage 2 archaeological assessments (property investigations) must be 
undertaken of all areas undisturbed by previous bridge and road construction that may be 
altered by: 1. bridge reconstruction or realignment; and 2. approach road modifications – be it 
widening or realignment, by either cutting or filling. 
 
Initially, lands within proposed development areas that have not been disturbed by previous 
bridge and approach road construction must be identified as part of any future MTCS Stage 2 
assessment. Then, appropriate archaeological investigative methodologies must be employed 
in those undisturbed areas to search for intact near-surface and deeply-buried archaeological 
resources.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 
The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) divides the archaeological process as it 
relates to land use planning and development into four stages (MTC 2011): 
 

Stage 1 (Evaluation of Archaeological Potential) 
 
Using landscape, archaeological, and historical information from the 
subject property and surrounding area, known and potential heritage 
resources within the subject property are identified and, where resources 
or potential exists, appropriate field investigative strategies are 
recommended. 
 
Stage 2 (Property Assessment) 
 
The field investigation is intended to provide an inventory of all 
archaeological sites within the subject property. If no cultural sites are 
located or if discovered sites are deemed not to be significant, 
development can proceed. Any archaeological site found during Stage 2 
that is deemed to be culturally significant must, however, be subjected to 
a Stage 3 assessment. 
 
Stage 3 (Site-Specific Assessment) 
 
The purpose of a Stage 3 investigation is to obtain more detailed 
information about a site’s size, structure, cultural affiliation, and artifact 
density. The results of the Stage 3 assessment are used to determine the 
site’s heritage value. In instances where a site is not considered to be 
culturally significant, no additional archaeological investigation will be 
required. For sites considered to have a high level of heritage 
significance, a Stage 4 mitigative strategy must be developed. 
 
Stage 4 (Mitigation of Development Impacts) 
 
In development situations there are two options when dealing with 
archaeological sites that are considered to be culturally significant: the 
site can be protected by re-designing a development project or, if 
avoidance is not possible, the site must be completely excavated. 

 
 
This report presents the results of an MTCS Stage 1 evaluation of the potential for the presence 
of intact archaeological resources at six bridge locations in the Municipalities of Brockton (Brant 
Township and Greenock Township) and Arran-Elderslie (Elderslie Township), Bruce County 
(Maps 1-2). Recommendations for Stage 2 archaeological assessments at the Concession 20, 
Watson’s, Dudgeon, 12th of Brant, McCurdy, and Big Irwin bridges and their immediate environs 
are provided. 
 
The report conforms to content and style requirements of MTCS’s Standards and Guidelines for 
Consultant Archaeologists (MTC 2011) -- including the placement of maps and images at the 
end of the report instead of at relevant places within the body of the report. Apologies to the 
reader. 
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2.0 Project (Development) Context 
 
The County of Bruce’s Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan is a multidisciplinary assessment of 
eight central Bruce County bridge locations. One component is the evaluation of the potential for 
the presence of Native and Euro-Canadian archaeological resources – eg., habitation, resource-
procurement, ritual and burial sites, at the six bridge locations where there may be modifications 
to existing bridges and approaches (Concession 20, Watson’s, Dudgeon, 12th of Brant, 
McCurdy, and Big Irwin) or where new crossings and approaches may be established (Dudgeon 
and McCurdy). 
 
The bridges are situated along publicly-accessible town line and concession roads within the 
Municipalities of Brockton (Brant Township and Greenock Township) and Arran-Elderslie 
(Elderslie Township), Bruce County.  
 
This Stage 1 archaeological assessment has been conducted for project engineers B.M. Ross 
and Associates Limited under archaeological consulting licence P097 issued by MTCS to Dr. 
William R. Fitzgerald in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act (Ontario 1990) – 
PIF # P097-058-2012 was assigned to this project by MTCS’s Archaeology Licensing 
Coordinator on February 24, 2012.  
 
 

3.0 Stage 1 Assessment: Evaluation of Archaeological Potential 
 
Generally, a Stage 1 evaluation of archaeological potential is based on: 1. archaeological 
context (i.e., landscape features and recorded archaeological sites within a study area and 
immediate vicinity); and 2. historical context (eg., an overview of the area’s 19th and early-20th  

century Native and Euro-Canadian history derived, in part, from Crown treaties, provincial land 
surveyors’ field notes and plans, township papers, census returns, county directories, and land 
registry records).  
 
A more immediate and critical contributor for this Stage 1 assessment is the implementation of 
MTCS’s optional property inspection (MTC 2011:15-16). It provides visual input about 
landscape and current conditions that can assist in the formulation of assessment strategies. 
 
 

3.1 Archaeological Context 
 
MTCS defines landscape, resource, and cultural criteria that are to be considered when 
evaluating a property’s archaeological potential (MTC 2011:17-18). Criteria relevant to this 
bridge master plan that indicate the potential for the existence of archaeological resources 
include: 
 

1. proximity to primary water sources [eg., rivers]; 
 
2. presence of elevated topography [eg., river valley edges]; 
 
3. resource areas [eg., food, medicinal plants toolstone]; 
 
4. area of early Euro-Canadian settlement [eg., pioneer homesteads, 
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schools, churches, cemeteries, mills, docks]; and  
 
5. proximity to early historical transportation route [eg., roads, bridges]. 
 

 
Section 1.3 of MTCS’s archaeological standards and guidelines declares that areas where 
archaeological potential has been identified, a Stage 2 archaeological assessment (property 
investigation) must be undertaken (MTC 2011:15). 
 
Section 1.4.1 provides specifics – no areas within 300 metres of water sources, within 100 
metres of early historic transportation routes, that possess of elevated topography, or contain 
natural resources can be exempted from Stage 2 archaeological assessment (property 
investigation)(MTC 2011:20-21), except where it can be demonstrated that landscape 
alterations would have destroyed archaeological resources (MTC 2011:18-19).    
 
New bridge placements and road widenings or realignments into previously undisturbed areas 
must be assessed by Stage 2 property investigation.  
 
It can, however, be accepted that the construction of the existing bridge and road footprints 
severely altered the original landscape, eliminating archaeological potential in these specific 
areas. For bridges whose structures will only be rehabilitated, the Central Bruce Bridge 
Infrastructure Master Plan bridge engineer has indicated that disturbances to adjacent 
landscapes would not extend further than three metres beyond the limits of existing wing walls, 
footings, or abutments (Kelly Vader, personal communication April 18, 2012). It can also be 
assumed that these peripheral areas would have been impacted when the original support 
structures were installed.    
 
 
3.1.1 Landscape Features 
 
With the Central Bruce Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan being restricted to river crossings and 
their immediate approaches, the most critical and obvious landscape features to be considered 
when evaluating the potential for past cultural activity are the rivers – the Saugeen and 
Teeswater, and their valleys.  
 
The Saugeen watershed covers an area of 4053km2 – the main branch of the Saugeen River 
winds for 185km from its source near Dundalk to its mouth at Southampton on Lake Huron 
(Chapman and Putnam 1973:131). In places the Saugeen and its main tributaries – including 
the Teeswater [first known as the Ah-shushki-sebi or Muddy/Mud River (Brough 1850a)], flow 
through deep and broad valleys that were initially formed as the Laurentide ice sheet began its 
final, albeit spasmodic northward retreat from southern Ontario by 13,500 BC (Cowan and Pinch 
1986; Lewis et al 2008:129; Sharpe and Edwards 1979). 
  
Serving not only as an extensive transportation network that links vast tracts of the interior and 
Lake Huron, the rivers are a reliable and abundant source of food. Throughout the second half 
of the 19th century and into the 20th century, accounts abound of the Native and Euro-Canadian 
use of these waterways (The Paisley Advocate August 20, 1885, April 25, 1895, May 2, 1895; 
Robertson 1906:53-54, 59, 362, 383, 384, 490-492). As reported in the August 20, 1885 edition 
of The Paisley Advocate:  
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The Saugeen is still used as a sort of highway by the Indians, and 
occasionally a few specimens of the ‘noble red man’ with his birch bark 
may be seen paddling through town. On Tuesday morning a couple of 
them passed through on their way to the reserve near the mouth of the 
river, and the outlook for an enjoyable sail might incite the envy of most of 
their white brethren.  

 
As well, the immense and resource-rich Greenock Swamp that is drained by the Teeswater 
River continued to be used as a fall and winter hunting ground by the Saugeen Ojibway 
following the surrender of 1836 (cf., Brough 1850a; Johnston 1852:8-11). 
 
Undoubtedly these waterways had served as transportation corridors and locations where fish 
were caught and other foodstuffs hunted and collected during the millennia prior to written 
records. Physical evidence of these activities – in the form of archaeological sites, should be 
abundant along the rivers’ banks and within their valleys.  
 
The May 2, 1895 edition of The Paisley Advocate described a scene just north of the 
Concession 20 bridge that likely would have taken place on countless occasions along the 
Saugeen River and its tributaries once the area became permanently ice-free about 13,000 
thousand years ago:   
 

A large colony of Indians have taken possession of the “Forty Acres” just 
over the Willow Creek bridge and are busy making baskets, bows and 
arrows, rustic tables and chairs, axe handles, etc. The band numbers 
about twenty, and have been there about a month. 
 
The little encampment in the woods and between the hills on Willow 
Creek is in a most delightful situation admirably adapted for their 
purposes. When the trees are illuminated by the blaze of the camp fires 
the effect produced as the firelight flickers and dances in the branches, 
on the water in the foreground and on the sombre wigwam and lighter 
tent in the rear is weird and charming and rouses the aboriginal instincts 
that lurk in almost every breast. 

 
 
3.1.2 Registered Archaeological Sites 
 
As of March 14, 2012, no Native or Euro-Canadian archaeological sites had been registered 
within  MTCS’s Ontario Archaeological Sites Database (OASD) within a two-kilometre radius of 
any of the bridges (Robert von Bitter, personal communication: March 14, 2012).  
 
However, during the Stage 2 archaeological assessment of Hydro One Inc.’s Bruce to Milton 
Transmission Corridor Project three archaeological sites were located within the general study 
area (Map 3): 1. a ca. 3500-2500 BC Middle Archaic period campsite – Location 9 (BbHh-5), 
located atop the valley edge of the Teeswater River approximately 400 metres east of the 
Dudgeon Bridge; 2. a ca. 1500-500 BC Late Archaic/Early Woodland findspot  – Location 8 
(BbHh-4), located along a tributary of the Teeswater River approximately 1.9 kilometres east of 
the Dudgeon Bridge; and 3. a mid-19th to early-20th century Euro-Canadian homestead – 
Location 7 (BbHh-3), located along the 10th Concession of Brant, approximately 2.25 kilometres 
south of the 12th of Brant Bridge (Golder and Associates Ltd. 2009:48-54, Tile 16; 2010a: Tile 
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16, 2010b:91-94). None appear to have been entered within the OASD.    
 
Also, there are significant registered archaeological sites along the Saugeen River downstream 
from the project area – eg., Thede and Donaldson, dating to the ca. 400 BC to AD 700 Middle 
Woodland period (cf., Finlayson 1977; Spence et al 1990). As noted above, into the 20th 
century, the Saugeen and Teeswater rivers continued to serve as inland transportation corridors 
and their valleys as sites for habitation and other cultural activities for Natives and Euro-
Canadians alike. 
 
The paucity of currently registered archaeological sites should not be considered as an 
indication of the extent of cultural activity within the Saugeen watershed following the final 
retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet about 13,000 years ago. Instead, it is a reflection of the lack 
of systematic archaeological investigation. 
 
 

3.2 Historical Context 
 
The study area is located within the Sauking (Saugeen Ojibway) Indian hunting territory south of 
the Bruce Peninsula that was surrendered to the “Great Father” (William IV) under the terms of 
Treaty No. 45½ on August 9, 1836 (Canada 1891:113)(Map 4).  
 
Treaty No. 45½’s configuration is a byproduct of earlier historical events. What would eventually 
be defined as the southeast corner of Saugeen Ojibway hunting territory – the current 
intersection of Highway 6 and Wellington Road 109/Highway 9, had been established within 
Treaty No. 3 between the Mississauga and the Crown on December 7, 1792 as the endpoint of 
a 50-mile survey transect originating at the outlet of Burlington Bay into Lake Ontario (Canada 
1891:5-7). This reference point was subsequently used in all major southern Ontario treaties of 
the late-18th and early-19th centuries.  
 
On October 17, 1818, Treaty No. 18 conveyed a 1.592 million-acre tract of Chippewa lands 
within the northern section of the Home District to the Crown (George III)(Canada 1891:47). The 
treaty area’s western limit was defined by a line projecting northward (   15'W) from the 1792 
50-mile endpoint – now beginning as County Road 14, to Vail’s Point on Georgian Bay. This 
line, by default, would later serve as Treaty  o. 45½’s eastern limit.   
 
On April 26, 1825, Treaty No. 27½ surrendered and conveyed another substantial section of 
Chippawa territory to the Crown (George IV)(Canada 1891:65-67). This time the future 
intersection of Highway 6 and Highway 9/Wellington Road 109 served as the treaty area’s 
northeast corner of reference -- the northern limit of the surrender stretched westward (  5 W) 
from the 1792 50-mile endpoint to a point on Lake Huron 10¾ miles north of the mouth of the 
William FitzWilliam Owen’s Red River. By 1 2  it was known as the Menesetunk River – today 
it is the Maitland River. This line would in 1836 serve, also by default, as the southern boundary 
of Saugeen Ojibway territory. 
 

NOTE: Today, the Saugeen Ojibway Nation claim their 
traditional territory extends southward into Treaty 27½ lands 
to include the entirety of the Maitland River watershed and 
eastward into Treaty 18 lands as far as the main branch of 
the Nottawasaga River. 
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With the colonial government’s desire to expedite the opening of the newly-acquired Treaty 45½ 
lands – the “Queen’s Bush”, for Euro-Canadian settlement and commerce, routes were initially 
scouted for roads that would link Oakville and Toronto to the head of Owen’s Sound 
(Sydenham) on Georgian Bay (Map 5). 
 
The first was a route surveyed in 1837 by Charles Rankin that would serve as the northern 
extension of the Oakville-Owen’s Sound Road between the northwest corner of Wellington 
County’s Garafraxa Township – the aforementioned 1792 “50-mile endpoint”, and the east side 
of the head of Owen’s Sound (Rankin 1 37, 1 41). In 1 40 and 1 41 John McDonald 
formalized Rankin’s route and established 50-acre free land grants on either side of it to entice 
settlers and as means to open the road (McDonald 1840a, 1840b, 1842a, 1842b). This route 
became more popularly known as the Garafraxa Road – today it is the stretch of Highway 6 
between Arthur and Owen Sound.  
 
Another colonisation road was ordered in 1848 to link Hurontario Street in Nottawasaga 
Township (Simcoe County) and the mouth of the Penetangore River on Lake Huron (Robertson 
1906:529)(Map 5). This east-west road crossed the north-south Garafraxa Road at the reserve 
for the future town of Durham (Gibson 1849) – hence the road’s name. Allan Park Brough 
surveyed the western section of the Durham Road – between Garafraxa Road and the mouth of 
the Penetangore, between 1848 and 1850 (Brough 1849, 1850a).  As with the Garafraxa Road, 
50-acre free land grants were offered along sections of the Durham Road that passed through 
the future townships of Bentinck, Brant, Greenock, Kinloss, and Kincardine. Two town reserves 
were set aside by Brough along the western section of the Durham Road: Penetangore at the 
road’s western terminus (present-day Kincardine); the other straddling the Brant-Greenock town 
line (never established). Today the western section of the Durham Road is better known as 
Grey/Bruce Road 4 between Durham and Walkerton and Highway 9 between Walkerton and 
Kincardine.     
 
With the completion of the survey of the Durham Road, the lands on either side of the road and 
its free grants – and further into the interior, began in 1850 to be divided into townships and 
farm lots. Included amongst these are the townships that are part of the Central Bruce Bridge 
Infrastructure Master Plan:  Brant, Elderslie, and Greenock. 
 
Labelled on his 1 49 plan of the western section of the Durham Road was a “proposed road to 
the Saugheen” (Brough 1 49)(Map 6). As originally planned, the Saugheen Road was to be the 
northern extension of the Elora Road that had its origin just north of Guelph in Elora. It entered 
Bruce County at its southeast corner and passed diagonally (northwesterly) through Carrick 
Township to the corner where the four townships of Carrick, Culross, Brant, and Greenock join. 
From this intersection it was to turn northward following the boundaries between Brant and 
Greenock townships – perpendicularly crossing the Durham Road and passing through 
Brough’s eastern town reserve, and further north the Elderslie-Saugeen town line until it 
reached the Saugeen River. Its ultimate end point was to be the town reserve at the mouth of 
the Saugeen River on Lake Huron (the future site of Southampton)(Map 5).  
 
Between June 16 and July 27, 1850, Allan Park Brough completed the survey of the remainder 
of Brant Township (Brough 1850b, 1850c; Quinsey 1997:64)(Map 7). 
 
As part of his April 7 to August 26, 1851 survey of Saugeen Township, Alexander Vidal 
established a range of lots on either side of the proposed route of the Saugheen and Elora 
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Road in Elderslie and Greenock townships (Quinsey 1997:219; Vidal 1851)(Map 8). Robert 
Walsh surveyed the remaining areas of Greenock Township between May 26 and October 6, 
1851 (Quinsey 1997:221; Walsh 1852a, 1852b)(Map 9). Between May 15 and November 3, 
1851, George McPhillips surveyed the remainder of Elderslie Township (McPhillips 1852a, 
1852b; Quinsey 1997:160). 
 
The surveyors who laid out Brant, Greenock, and Elderslie townships must have reported to the 
Commissioner of Crown Lands the challenges of constructing the Saugheen and Elora Road 
along the town lines of the townships in the vicinity of the confluence of the Teeswater and 
Saugeen Rivers. On July 14, 1851 – likely due to the meandering of the Teeswater River and 
large number of crossings that would have to be constructed, George McPhillips was instructed 
to: 
 

...mark out a line for a road from the rear of Brant to the Saugeen River in 
Elderslie,...selecting the best site for bridges over the Mud River and 
River Saugeen, and making the necessary sinuosities to avoid hills and 
swamps (Robertson 1906:369). 

 
McPhillip’s Saugheen and Elora Road deviation through Elderslie Township – now part of Bruce 
Road 3, avoided river crossings until it reached the confluence of the Teeswater and Saugeen 
rivers at the town reserve of Paisley (Map 10). Not only did the route of the Saugheen and Elora 
Road deviate eastward from the Greenock-Elderslie town line, within Brant Township its route 
was shifted eastward from the Greenock-Brant town line to the road right-of-way along the east 
side of Brant Concession B (Map 7). 
 
To facilitate the movement of settlers into Elderslie Township, tenders for the opening of the 
Concession B Saugheen and Elora Road through Brant Township were requested on July 14, 
1851 – the route was cleared that year (Robertson 1906:52-53). 
 
With the completion of the township surveys and the opening of the Durham Road and 
Saugheen and Elora Road, notification of the sale of Bruce County School Lands – which 
included Brant and Elderslie townships, was issued on July 30, 1852 (Robertson 1906:535-
536). Greenock Township lots became available for purchase as part of the “Big Land Sale” 
beginning on September 27, 1854 (Robertson 1906:536-537).  
 
Amongst a series of roads recommended for opening by the Minister of Agriculture in 1853 were 
the Saugheen and Elora Road and a road along the Brant-Elderslie and Bentinck-Sullivan town 
lines that would connect the Saugheen and Elora Road with the Garafraxa Road (Highway 6) at 
the present site of Dornoch (Map 5). As of September 30, 1854, both roads were scheduled to 
be open to travel on January 1, 1855 (Robertson 1906:64-66). 
 
Today, Brough and Vidal’s originally-proposed route of the Saugheen and Elora Road is a 
series of town lines of varying quality whose northern end is Greenock Township’s Concession 
20 Road – the road having never been pushed through to the town reserve of Paisley. Watson’s 
and Dudgeon bridges are located along this original route; the Concession 20 Bridge lies to its 
immediate west in Greenock Township (Maps 7-10). 
    
The Big Irwin Bridge crosses the Teeswater River along the Brant-Elderslie town line between 
the proposed and ultimate Saugheen and Elora roads. The McCurdy and 12th of Brant bridges 
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cross the Saugeen River along the Brant-Elderslie town line and Brant Township’s Concession 
12 Road, respectively (Maps 7 and 10). 
 
While river crossings initially were to be situated within the roads’ right-of-ways, two of the 
crossings in the study area – Dudgeon and McCurdy, had to deviate slightly from the straight-
line survey transects to accommodate landscape features. The 1880 plans of Brant and 
Elderslie depict the pronounced deviation of the McCurdy Bridge into Elderslie Township 
(Belden 1880)(Maps 11-12). 
 
A detailed architectural and historical report of the individual bridges has been produced as part 
of the Central Bruce Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan (Golder and Associates Ltd. 2012). 
 
 

3.3 Analysis and Conclusions 

 
Archaeological and historical evidence reveals that the rivers and valleys of the Teeswater and 
Saugeen rivers have served as travel corridors for Native groups for millennia and Euro-
Canadians since the mid-19th century. Not unexpectedly, the potential is high that cultural 
heritage resources – eg., habitation, resource-procurement, ritual and burial sites, exist in the 
areas between the rivers’ banks and their valley edges.  ative archaeological sites could 
potentially date from the first appearance of Paleo-Indian bands into the sub-arctic landscape of 
this part of the province about 11,000 years ago (Ellis and Deller 1990:39) up until and – as 
historically documented, following the appearance of Euro-Canadian surveyors and settlers 
after the Saugeen Ojibway surrender of August 9, 1836. 
 
 

3.4 Field Methods: Property Inspection 

 
As presented in Section 3.1, MTCS Stage 2 archaeological assessments (property 
investigations) would be required at the six bridge locations if: 1. modifications to existing 
bridges and approaches (Concession 20, Watson’s, Dudgeon, 12th of Brant, McCurdy, and Big 
Irwin) would impact landscapes previously undisturbed by initial bridge and approach 
construction, or 2. where new crossings and approaches may be established (Dudgeon and 
McCurdy).  
 
An MTCS optional Stage 1 property inspection of those localities on March 1 and March 22, 
2012 provided visual input about landscape and current conditions that can assist in the 
formulation of Stage 2 assessment strategies. 
 
3.4.1 Concession 20 Bridge (Images 1-4) 
 
Both the steep western approach and more gentle eastern approach to the Concession 20 
Bridge cut through the valley edge of the Teeswater River. Concrete footings and fill – likely 
from those cuts, has raised the elevation of the river banks where the bridge crosses. If 
widening of the approaches or improvement of bridge footings – either by cutting or filling, 
extend beyond the current limits into undisturbed valley edges and terraces or river banks, 
potentially impacted wooded areas and meadows must be rigorously shovel test-pitted. Especial 
attention must be paid to the slumping/eroding bank on the northwest side of the bridge. 
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3.4.2 Watson’s Bridge (Images 5-7) 
 
Currently the Teeswater River flows along the pronounced southern edge of the river valley. 
The northern approach to Watson’s Bridge runs across the floor along an elevated roadway 
(Greenock-Elderslie town line). The bridge is located at the base of the valley edge through 
which its steep southern approach cuts.   
 
If fill is added to widen the northern approach, the meadow to the east and the agricultural field 
to the west will have to be assessed – either by shovel test-pitting or pedestrian survey if the 
areas are ploughable. If the southern approach is widened, any wooded areas, meadows, or 
manicured lawns atop and below the valley edge that might be impacted by cutting to the east 
and west must be shovel test-pitted. 
 
3.4.3 Dudgeon Bridge (Images 8-11) 
 
Here also the Teeswater River flows along the pronounced southern edge of the broad river 
valley. The development plan is to relocate the Dudgeon Bridge 30 metres to the east and 
realign both approaches – all proposed activities will cause major landscape alterations. 
 
Substantial infilling across the current agricultural field will presumably be required to elevate 
the new northern approach across the valley floor. Before any capping occurs that area will 
have to be ploughed and its weathered surface be inspected for cultural material by pedestrian 
survey.  
 
The eroding northern river bank will also require visual inspection – the narrow wetland on the 
southern side of the river is unlikely to possess archaeological potential. The new southern 
approach will cut through the steep valley edge – the wooded area atop the valley will have to 
be shovel test-pitted and the adjacent agricultural field will have to be ploughed, weathered, and 
visually inspected. 
 
3.4.4 12th of Brant Bridge (Images 12-15) 
 
The Saugeen River valley at the12th of Brant Bridge is narrow but deep. The western approach 
cuts through a steep slope whose grade has been reduced by infilling towards and along the 
river bank. While the valley slope is less pronounced on the east side of the river, the horizontal 
extent of fill is greater due to a low, wet area that extends eastward from the river.   
 
If the approaches are widened outside of the current roadway – especially the western 
approach, shovel test-pitting will have to be undertaken in undisturbed areas where the valley 
edges will be cut through or the valley bottom infilled. Both banks of the river are currently 
eroding – if the current bridge footings are to be repaired or rehabilitated, bank areas 
undisturbed by previous bridge construction must be examined.    
 
3.4.5 McCurdy Bridge (Images 16-21; Maps 11-12) 
 
Currently the McCurdy Bridge and its approaches deviate from the Brant-Elderslie town line 
northward into Elderslie Township. Two options have been proposed for upgrading this 
Saugeen River crossing: the preferred being the improvement of the current route; the other to 
establish a new crossing along the unopened Brant-Elderslie road allowance. 
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The western approach to the existing bridge cuts deeply through the steep valley edge. The 
eastern approach through the valley floor runs along a greatly elevated road bed.  Both river 
banks are eroding. If either of the approaches requires widening by cutting or filling or the 
bridge’s footings will be modified, appropriate MTCS Stage 2 assessment of areas undisturbed 
by past bridge and road construction will have to be undertaken.  On the west side of the river, 
cutting back either approach road slope further into the valley top would require bush areas to 
be shovel test-pitted and agricultural fields to be ploughed and their surfaces inspected. On the 
east side, low-lying wooded and scrub areas agricultural fields would have to be similarly 
investigated. The eroding river banks would need to be subjected to particular scrutiny. 
 
If, however, a new McCurdy Bridge and approaches were to be established to the south along 
the Brant-Elderslie town line, extensive landscape modification would be required and, 
concomitantly, potential impacts to archaeological resources would be greatly increased. The 
western approach would pass/cut through a flat agricultural field and wooded valley crest and 
steep slope. The eastern approach – currently wooded, would presumably have to be 
substantially infilled as is the present eastern approach. All areas along this route would have to 
be thoroughly investigated using appropriate Stage 2 assessment techniques – included might 
be areas between the new town line route and the existing Elderslie deviation.  
 
3.4.6 Big Irwin Bridge (Images 22-24) 
 
The eastern approach to the Big Irwin Bridge crosses the broad valley floor of the Teeswater 
River along an elevated roadway that includes the Little Irwin Bridge. The river flows – and the 
Big Irwin Bridge is located, at the base of the valley’s steep western slope. The western 
approach cuts through the valley edge. 
 
If the eastern approach is to be widened by infilling, the meadows on either side of the existing 
roadway will have to shovel test-pitted. Any widening of the western approach will require 
shovel test-pitting in scrub areas and surface inspection of ploughed agricultural fields alongside 
currently unmodified sections of the valley edge.   
 
 

4.0 Summary and Recommendations 

 
As part of the central Bruce County Bridge Infrastructure Master Plan, six bridge locations along 
the Saugeen and Teeswater rivers in the Bruce County municipalities of Brockton and Arran-
Elderslie – Concession 20, Watson’s, Dudgeon, 12th of Brant, McCurdy and Big Irwin, are being 
considered for repair, rehabilitation, relocation, or retirement.  
 
Based on landscape, archaeological, and historical evidence presented in this Ministry of 
Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) Stage 1 archaeological assessment, potential exists that 
Native and Euro-Canadian cultural heritage (archaeological) resources may be present along 
the river banks, flood plains, valley floors, and elevated river valley edges of the Saugeen and 
Teeswater rivers. MTCS Stage 2 archaeological assessments (property investigations) must be 
undertaken of all areas undisturbed by previous bridge and road construction that may be 
altered by: 1. bridge reconstruction or realignment; and 2. approach road modifications – be it 
widening or realignment, by either cutting or filling. 
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Initially, lands within proposed development areas that have not been disturbed by previous 
bridge and approach road construction must be identified as part of the Stage 2 assessment. 
Then, appropriate archaeological investigative methodologies must be employed in those 
undisturbed areas – as outlined and described in Section 3.4, to search for intact near-surface 
and deeply-buried archaeological resources. 
  
It is requested that the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport issue a letter concurring with the 
following recommendations: 
 

1. conduct MTCS Stage 2 archaeological assessments (property 
investigations) of the Concession 20, Watson’s, Dudgeon, 12

th
  of 

Bruce, McCurdy, and  Big  Irwin bridge locations and approaches if 
improvement or route modification would impact previously 
undisturbed landscape; and 

 
2. accept this report into the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology 

Reports. 
 

 

5.0 Advice on Compliance with Legislation 

 
Section 7.5.9 of the Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists requires that the 
following information be provided for the benefit of the proponent and approval authority in the 
land use planning and development process (MTC 2011:126-127). 
 

1. This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism, Culture and Sport 
as a condition of licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario 
Heritage Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 0.18. The report is reviewed to ensure 
that it complies with the standards and guidelines that are issued by 
the Minister, and that the archaeological fieldwork and report    
recommendations ensure the conservation, protection, and 
preservation of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When all matters 
relating to archaeological sites within the project area  of  a  
development  proposal  have  been  addressed  to the  satisfaction of 
the Ministry of Tourism, Culture  and  Sport, a  letter will be issued by 
the Ministry stating that there are no further concerns with regard to 
alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed development. 

 
2.  It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act 

for any party other than a licensed archaeologist to make any 
alteration to a known archaeological site or to remove any artifact or 
other physical evidence of past human use or activity  from the site, 
until such time as a licensed archaeologist has completed 
archaeological fieldwork on  the  site, submitted  a  report  to  the 
Minister stating that the site has no further cultural heritage value or 
interest, and the report has  been filed  in  the  Ontario Public  
Register  of  Archaeology  Reports referred  to  in  Section  65.1 of the 
Ontario Heritage Act. 

 
3. Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be 

discovered, they may be a new archaeological site and therefore 
subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The proponent or 
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person discovering the archaeological resources must cease 
alteration of the    site immediately and engage a licensed consultant 
archaeologist to carry out archaeological fieldwork in compliance with 
Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 
4.  The   Cemeteries   Act, R.S.O.  1990 c.  C.4   and the Funeral, Burial 

and Cremation Services Act, 2002 S.O. 2002, c.33 (when proclaimed 
in force) require that any person discovering human  remains  must  
notify  the  police  or coroner and the Registrar of Cemeteries and the 
Ministry of Consumer Services. 
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7.0 Maps 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Map 2.  Stage 1 archaeological assessment 
bridge locations 

 

Map 1. Study area location 

 

Map 3. Bridge locations and registered 
archaeological sites 

 

Map 4. Nineteenth century treaty areas 
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Map 5. Colonisation roads 

 

Map 6. Section of western segment of Durham Road 
(Brough 1849) 
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Map 7. Section of Brant Township (Brough 1850b) 

 

Concession 20 

Watson’s 

Big Irwin 

Map 8. Sections of Saugeen, Elderslie and Greenock 
Townships (Vidal 1851) 
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Watson’s 
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Map 9. Section of Greenock Township 
(Walsh 1852a) 
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Concession 20 
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Big Irwin 

McCurdy 

Map 10. Section of Elderslie Township (McPhillips 1851a) 

 

McCurdy 

Map 11. Section of Elderslie Township (Belden 1880) 

 

McCurdy 

Map 12. Section of Brant Township (Belden 1880) 
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8.0 Images 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 1. Aerial view of Concession 20 Bridge [with directions of Images 2-4] 

 

Image 2. Cut western approach to Concession 20 
Bridge 

 

Image 3. Elevated eastern approach to 
Concession 20 Bridge 

 

Image 4. Eroding west bank of Teeswater River 
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Image 5. Aerial view of Watson’s Bridge [with directions of Images 6-7] 

 

Image 6. Elevated northern approach to Watson’s 
Bridge 

 

Image 7. Cut southern approach to Watson’s 
Bridge 
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Image 9. Elevated northern approach to Dudgeon 
Bridge 

 

Image 10. North bank of Teeswater River 

 

Image 11. Deviated cut southern approach to 
Dudgeon Bridge 

 

Image 8. Aerial view of Dudgeon Bridge and proposed realignment [with directions of Images 9-11]  
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Image 12. Aerial view of 12
th
 of Brant Bridge [with directions of Images 13-15] 

 

Image 13. Cut and elevated eastern approach to 
12

th
 of Brant Bridge 

 
 
 

Image 14. Cut western approach to 12
th
 of Brant 

Bridge 

 

Image 15. West bank Saugeen River 
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Image 16. Aerial view of McCurdy Bridge and proposed realignment [with directions of Images 17-21] 

 

Image 17. Eastern approach to McCurdy Bridge 
and original road allowance 

 

Image 18. Elevated eastern approach to McCurdy 
Bridge 

 

Image 19. Saugeen River crossing area of 
original road allowance 

 

Image 20. Cut western approach to McCurdy 
Bridge 
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Image 21. Proposed western approach along 
original road allowance 

 

 

Image 22. Aerial view of Big Irwin Bridge [with directions of Images 23-24] 

 

Image 23. Elevated eastern approach to Big 
Irwin Bridge 

 

Image 24. Cut western approach to Big Irwin Bridge 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

CONTENT 

Currently in Bruce County, six bridges are approaching the end of their service life.   As such, the bridges 
are in need of replacement, rehabilitation or closure.  Due to limited budgets, it has been determined that 
all of the bridges cannot be simply replaced, and that a combination of replacement, rehabilitation and 
closure across the six bridges within the study area is required. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Currently the need to rehabilitate, replace or close 6 bridges in Bruce County is present. 
 

 A total of 8 different options were prepared, which were comprised of various 
closure/rehabilitation/reconstruction combinations. 

 
 The options were assessed based on six criteria; daily travel demand, number of residents 

affected, number of residents on a cul-de-sac, available alternate routes and travel distance, 
emergency vehicle response time and agricultural equipment accessibility. 
 

 Overall traffic volumes within the study were considered to be low, and any changes to the road 
network would not grossly impact the level of service on other roads. 
 

 Options which resulted in the creation of lengthy and multiple cul-de-sacs, were less preferable due 
to the reduced access to properties. 
 

 Currently fire response vehicles are unable to utilize 4 of 6 bridges in the study area due to weight 
restrictions.  Replacement or rehabilitation of most bridges provides better utilization of bridges. 
 

 Currently agricultural vehicles are unable to utilize 5 of 6 bridges in the study area due to weight 
restrictions as well as height and width restrictions. 
 

 After analysis the higher an Option scored the more preferable it was; Option A and C scored a 48, 
Option H scored a 36, Option D scored a 35, Option F scored a 33, Option B scored a 22, Option 
E scored a 19 and Option G scored a 14. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 It is recommended that, from a transportation perspective, either Option A or Option C be carried 
forward as the preferred solution. 

 It is recommended that the findings of this report be used as part of a final conclusion, after taking 
into account other broader criteria in the decision making, including but not limited to, cost/budget 
constraints, social impacts, and environmental impacts. 
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1.0 CONTEXT 

Currently in Bruce County, six bridges are approaching the end of their service life.   As such, the bridges 
are in need of replacement, rehabilitation or closure.  Due to limited budgets, it has been determined that 
all of the bridges cannot be simply replaced, and that a combination of replacement, rehabilitation and 
closure across the six bridges within the study area is required.  The study area can be seen within Figure 
1.1. 

Paradigm Transportation Solutions Limited (Paradigm) was retained by B.M. Ross and Associates Limited 
in order to conduct a transportation analysis on the various replacement, rehabilitation and closure 
alternatives.  Paradigms findings can be found within the following.    

2.0 OPTION ANALYSIS 

2.1 Design Options 

A total of 8 options for closure/rehabilitation/reconstruction were prepared by B.M. Ross and Associates 
Limited and looked at various combinations of closure, rehabilitation and replacement (Figure 2.1, 
Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4).  A summary of each alternative can be seen within Table 
2.1.   

TABLE 2.1:  BRIDGE OPTIONS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The various rehabilitation/reconstruction/closure options as shown above were prepared by B.M. Ross and 
Associates through collaboration with Bruce County, the Township of Arran-Elderslie and the Township of 
Brockton.  With any options that have closure slated for a bridge, it should be noted that the closure would 
occur once the bridge becomes unusable, unless major reconstruction occurs.  Standard maintenance 
procedures would still occur until the aforementioned occurs.  Special note is given to Option H, in which 
Bruce County has committed to ensuring that both 12th of Brant and Dudgeon Bridge remain open until the 
year 2026 and 2028, respectively.  
 
These options were compared against one another based on the following criteria: 

 Daily travel demand; 

 Number of residents affected;  

 Number of residents on a cul-de-sac;  

 Available alternate routes and travel distance;  

 Emergency vehicle response time; and 

 Agricultural equipment accessibility. 

A B C D E F G H
Concession 20 Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab
Watson's Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Closure Closure Closure Rehab
Big Irwin Rehab Closure Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst
Dudgeon Reconst Reconst Reconst Closure Closure Reconst Closure Closure**
McCurdy Reconst Closure Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Closure Reconst
12th of Brant Closure Reconst Closure Closure Closure Closure Reconst Closure*

Bruce County committed to maintaining open until 2026*, 2028**

Option
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Figure 1.1 – Study Area 

 

Bruce County Bridge Rationalization Figure 1.1
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Figure 2.1 – Option A & B 

Bruce County Bridge Rationalization Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2 – Option C & D 

 

Bruce County Bridge Rationalization Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3 – Option E & F 

 

Bruce County Bridge Rationalization Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.4 – Option G & H  

 

 

Bruce County Bridge Rationalization Figure 2.4
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2.2 Daily Travel Demand 

Overall, the experience traffic volumes along the roads with the bridges in question are very low.  On all of 
the roads, the volumes ranged from 0 to 400 vehicles for the day.  Due to the low volumes, it can be 
determined that rerouting the traffic to other roads in the event of a closure, would have minimal effect on 
the traffic operations of the surrounding road network.  A depiction of the observed traffic volumes can be 
seen within Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b.  Therefore, each of the alternatives was viewed to perform 
in a similar manner with respect to the ability of the network to support the existing travel demands. 

2.3 Residents Affected 

Residents are largely impacted due to the closure of bridges (Watson’s, Big Irwin, Dudgeon, McCurdy and 
12th of Brant); residents would be required to take an alternate route, resulting in potentially longer travel 
distances and times.  A summary of bridge closures with respect to the option can be seen in Table 2.2 
below. 

TABLE 2.2: OPTION BRIDGE CLOSURE SUMMARY 

 

By closing Watson’s Bridge, it is anticipated that approximately 15 properties along Greenock-Brant Line 
would be impacted and forced to take alternative routes to travel north-south.   Residents would be 
required to reroute east towards Bruce Road 3 or west towards Baseline Road North in order to travel in a 
north-south direction.  Additionally, Watson’s Bridge is located along an existing school bus route which 
would be required to be redirected. 

With respect to the closure of Big Irwin, approximately 10 properties along Brant-Elderslie Road and 
approximately 10 along Greenock-Brant Line would be directly impacted from the closure.  Additionally, 
through correspondence with the Bruce County Federation of Agriculture, it was identified that the resident 
at #704 Brant-Elderslie cannot exit their property in the winter by travelling west (avoiding bridge) due to 
the grade of the road.  In the event of the closure of the Irwin Bridges, individuals could take a short detour 
north to Concession Road 2, or south to Concession Road 12.   

Closure of the Dudgeon Bridge will impact approximately 20 properties along Greenock-Brant Line.   
Residents along this road would no longer be able to travel north-south and would be required to reroute 
east towards Bruce Road 3 or west towards Baseline Road South in order to travel in a north-south 
direction.  Additionally, Dudgeon Bridge is located along an existing school bus route which would be 
required to be redirected. 

McCurdy Bridge services the east-west Brant-Elderslie line and with its closure approximately 30 
properties would be impacted.  Residents would be required to travel north into Paisley, then utilize Bruce 
Road 11, or travel south and use Concession 12 in order to travel east-west and cross the Saugeen River. 

A B C D E F G H
Concession 20
Watson's CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED
Big Irwin CLOSED
Dudgeon CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED
McCurdy CLOSED CLOSED
12th of Brant CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED

Option
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Figure 2.5a – Daily Traffic Volumes 
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Figure 2.5b – Daily Traffic Volumes 
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Along Concession 12 there are approximately 30 properties that will be directly impacted by the closure of 
the 12th of Brant Bridge.   The impacts of the closure, primarily deal with no longer being able to use 
Concession 12 as an east-west corridor.  Residents would be required to either travel north to the 
McCurdy Bridge, or south to the Naggs Bridge to cross the Saugeen River. 

A depiction of the area Land Use and the impacted properties is illustrated in Figure 2.6, a map showing 
the existing school bus routes within the study area, can be seen in Figure 2.7. 

2.4 Cul-de-Sac Creation 

Another factor that was taken into account was the resultant dead-end length of roads (or cul-de-sacs), and 
how many properties would be impacted.  Without a second means of access, there exists the potential for 
those residents living on the cul-de-sac to be cut-off from emergency services (police/fire/EMS).  It was 
determined that closing bridges would create cul-de-sacs of varying lengths.  Closing Watson’s Bridge 
would create 2 cul-de-sacs of 1 km in length, to the north and south of the bridge. Closing the Big Irwin 
Bridge would create 2 cul-de-sacs, one 2 km in length to the west and one 1 km in length to the east of the 
bridge. Closing the Dudgeon Bridge would create 2 cul-de-sacs, one 2 km in length to the north and one 1 
km in length to the south of the bridge.  Closing the McCurdy Bridge would create 2 cul-de-sacs of 2 km in 
length, to the east and west of the bridge. Closing the 12th of Brant Bridge would create 2 cul-de-sacs of 2 
km in length, to the east and west of the bridge.  These cul-de-sac lengths and the number of properties 
along them are summarized in Table 2.3 below. 
 

TABLE 2.3: CUL-DE-SAC CREATION SUMMARY 

A B C D E F G H
Concession 20
Watson's 1 km, 1 km 1 km, 1 km 1 km, 1 km
Big Irwin 2 km, 1 km
Dudgeon 2 km, 1 km 2 km, 1 km 2 km, 1 km 2 km, 1 km
McCurdy 2 km, 2 km 2 km, 2 km
12th of Brant 2 km, 2 km 2 km, 2 km 2 km, 2 km 2 km, 2 km 2 km, 2 km 2 km, 2 km

Total Length 4 km 7 km 4 km 7 km 9 km 6 km 9 km 7 km

Total Properties 21 22 21 35 46 32 43 35

Option
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Figure 2.6 – Land Use and Impacted Properties 
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Figure 2.7 – School Bus Routes 
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2.5 Alternate Routes and Increased Travel Demand 

With the closure of any bridge within the study area, it is evident that there will be a resultant increase in 
travel distance due to travelling via alternative routes. The largest increase in travel distance (e.g. travelling 
from the one side of the bridge to the other, by not utilizing bridge).   It was determined that the shortest 
route to get from one side of the bridge to the other was a follows for the following bridges; Watson’s 
Bridge – 6 km, Big Irwin Bridge – 8 km, Dudgeon Bridge – 8 km, McCurdy Bridge – 18 km, 12th of Brant 
Bridge – 12 km.  The total increase in travel distance is shown within Table 2.4 below. 

TABLE 2.4: TRAVEL DISTANCE INCREASE SUMMARY 

A B C D E F G H
Concession 20
Watson's 6 km 6 km 6 km
Big Irwin 8 km
Dudgeon 8 km 8 km 8 km 8 km
McCurdy 18 km 18 km
12th of Brant 12 km 12 km 12 km 12 km 12 km 12 km 

Total Distance 12 km 26 km 12 km 20 km 26 km 18 km 32 km 20 km

Option

 

2.6 Emergency Vehicles 

Through communication with the Paisley Fire Department, it was determined that the gross vehicle weight 
of their largest truck is 36,220 pounds, which converts to approximately 16.5 tonnes.   Due to these 
weights, the Paisley FD indicated that they did not cross at either Big Irwin Bridge or the 12th of Brant 
Bridge.  While not stated explicitly by the Paisley FD, based on the load restrictions in place, they could not 
utilize the Concession 20 Bridge either.  Vertical or width restrictions were not identified by the Paisley FD 
to be an issue for fire trucks crossing the bridges. 

When analyzing the options it was determined that all options, with the exception of Option E, would 
improve the accessibility of emergency vehicles within the area through the utilization of 
rehabilitated/replaced bridges with higher weight limits. Table 2.5 compares each option and the 
accessibility to fire equipment.   Red denotes that the fire department cannot use the bridge under the 
heaviest fire department equipment. 

TABLE 2.5: FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCESSIBILITY 

Existing Rehabilitate Reconstruct A B C D E F G H
Concession 20 7 10/12/18 None Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab
Watson's 11/17/22 23/37/44 None Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Closure Closure Closure Rehab
Big Irwin 7/12/18 None None Rehab Closure Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst
Dudgeon None None None Reconst Reconst Reconst Closure Closure Reconst Closure Closure
McCurdy 17/20/28 17/20/28 None Reconst Closure Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Closure Reconst
12th of Brant 8 11/17/25 None Closure Reconst Closure Closure Closure Closure Reconst Closure

Weight Limit Option

 
 

As it can be seen from the entries in Table 2.5, Option A and C provides the best result in terms of fire 
department accessibility, with them being able to utilize all but the Concession 20 Bridge and the 12th of 
Brant Bridge. Options B, D, F and H each have 3 bridges within the study area unsuitable for fire 
department use. The worst is Option E and G, with 3 closures, resulting in 4 unusable bridges. However, 
even though there may be more unusable bridges from one option to the other, it does not mean that it is 
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necessarily better or worse.   To assess this, the distance travelled to get to either the north/south side or 
east/west side of the bridge was compared before and after implementation of the various options.  This 
analysis can be seen within Table 2.6 below.  It is noted that Option A and B have the best resultant 
overall distance of -17.5 km travelled, where Option G is the worst with a resultant -6.5 km travelled. 

 

TABLE 2.6: FIRE DEPARTMENT DISTANCE TRAVELLED 

Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change
Concession 20 (E,W) 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0
Watson's (N,S) 6, 12 6, 6 0, -6 6, 12 6, 6 0, -6 6, 12 6, 6 0, -6 6, 12 6, 6 0, -6
Big Irwin (E,W) 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0 12, 6.5 12, 6.5 0, 0 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0
Dudgeon (N,S) 12, 12 9, 9 -3, -3 12, 12 9, 9 -3, -3 12, 12 9, 9 -3, -3 12, 12 9,  12 -3, 0
McCurdy (E,W) 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 7.5 0, 0 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 12 0, 4.5 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 7.5 0, 0 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 7.5 0, 0
12th of Brant (E,W) 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0

Total Distance 115.5 98 -17.5 115.5 108 -7.5 115.5 98 -17.5 115.5 101 -14.5

Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change
Concession 20 (E,W) 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0 4.5, 5 4.5, 5 0, 0
Watson's (N,S) 6, 12 6, 8.5 0, -3.5 6, 12 6, 8.5 0, -3.5 6, 12 6, 8.5 0, -3.5 6, 12 6, 6 0, -6
Big Irwin (E,W) 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0 12, 6.5 6.5, 6.5 -5.5, 0
Dudgeon (N,S) 12, 12 10, 12 -2, 0 12, 12 10, 10 -2, -2 12, 12 10, 12 -2, 0 12, 12 9,  12 -3, 0
McCurdy (E,W) 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 7.5 0, 0 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 7.5 0, 0 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 12 0, 4.5 7.5, 7.5 7.5, 7.5 0, 0
12th of Brant (E,W) 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0 12.5, 18 12.5, 18 0, 0

Total Distance 115.5 104.5 -11 115.5 102.5 -13 115.5 109 -6.5 115.5 101 -14.5

GF

A B C D

E H

Option

Option

 

 
2.7 Agricultural Vehicles 
 
The Bruce County Federation of Agriculture (BCFoA) indicated aspects of the bridges that were important 
to agricultural operations in the area.  The BCFoA indicated that it would be preferred to have bridges with 
2-lanes and a 20-tonne weight limit.  As well many farmers indicated that it was important that emergency 
vehicle response times were not increased, due to effects on insurance, and lastly concern was given to 
being forced to drive agricultural vehicles on busier roads.   These concerns were all taken into account 
when determining the preferred alternative.  In Table 2.7, the weights of farm vehicles with respect to 
bridge options are shown (design farm vehicle weight was assumed to be 20 tonnes). 

TABLE 2.7: AGRICULTURAL ACCESSIBILITY 

Existing Rehabilitate Reconstruct A B C D E F G H
Concession 20 7 10/12/18 None Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab
Watson's 11/17/22 23/37/44 None Rehab Rehab Rehab Rehab Closure Closure Closure Rehab
Big Irwin 7/12/18 None None Rehab Closure Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst
Dudgeon None None None Reconst Reconst Reconst Closure Closure Reconst Closure Closure
McCurdy 17/20/28 17/20/28 None Reconst Closure Reconst Reconst Reconst Reconst Closure Reconst
12th of Brant 8 11/17/25 None Closure Reconst Closure Closure Closure Closure Reconst Closure

Weight Limit Option

 

In order to address the concerns of the Federation of Agriculture, it was determined that some bridges 
played a more important role in the overall network with respect to farmers.  It was determined that both 
the 12th of Brant and McCurdy Bridges are important to have as crossings due to the lengthy distances to 
be travelled if these crossings are not available.  For this reason, Option A and C were chosen to be the 
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best in terms of agricultural accessibility due to McCurdy being more centralized within the eastern part of 
the study area and no other closures.  Option D and H ranked next highest, due to maintaining a more rural 
east-west agricultural crossing as well as maintaining Watson’s Bridge open since no other rural north-
south corridor is easily accessible.  Option F was determined to be the 5th best option, because while 2 
bridges are not able to be used, there are other reasonable routes for farmers to utilize.  Option B was the 
6th best due to having 2 major east-west crossings not accessible by larger farming equipment.  Option E 
was determined to be the 2nd worst because it resulted in 4 bridges being inaccessible to farmers. Lastly, 
the least preferable option was Option G with 4 crossings not accessible as well as a major east-west 
crossing at McCurdy Bridge. 

2.8 Evaluation of Options 

Each Option was scored on a value from 1 to 8 based on how it performed relative to the other options.  
The better an option performed the higher value it received.  The maximum score that an option could 
receive is 48.  In the end, the option with the highest overall score is determined to be the most preferred 
and should be considered for implemented (other decision criteria pending).  Table 2.8 displays the 
options and their respective criteria values.  As well a more visual representation of the preferred options 
can be seen in Figure 2.8. 

TABLE 2.8: OPTION SCORING 

 
For daily travel demand, each option received a value of 8.   The reason for this was due to the overall low 
traffic volumes experienced.   It is anticipated that redirecting the traffic volumes from one road to another 
will have a minimal impact on the road’s operations.   
 
With respect to number of residents affected, Option A and C both scored an 8 by minimizing the amount 
of bridge closures.  The number of houses along the road was considered in this evaluation; however 
preference was given to Options which minimized closures, maintained consistent east-west and north-
south travel corridors, as well as maintaining existing school bus routes.   For this reason, Option D, F and 
H scored similarly. However due to the commitment from Bruce County to extend the life of Dudgeon 
Bridge until 2028 and 12th of Brant Bridge until 2026, Option H scored better than Options D and F, due to 
the unknown amount of remaining service life (assumed to be less than 14 and 16 years).  
 
For the criteria “cul-de-sac creation”, the total number of cul-de-sacs created and their respective lengths 
were assessed.   The fewer and shorter the cul-de-sacs created, the higher an Option scored.   For this 
reason, Option A and C received an 8, for creating only 2 cul-de-sacs, for a total of 4 km in length.  Option 
D and E received a 5, for creating 4 cul-de-sacs, a total of 7 km in length.  The worst was Option E, which 
created 3 cul-de-sacs, for a total of 9 km in length.  

In assessing “alternate routes and travel distance” Option A and C received an 8 for the lowest increase in 
travel distance at 12 km.  Option F received a 6 for an increase of 18 km, Option D and H both received a 
5, due the 3rd lowest increases in travel distances and rerouting individuals to take an alternate route.  The 

Option A Option B Option C Option D Option E Option F Option G Option H
Daily Travel Demand 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Number of Residents Affected 8 3 8 5 2 5 1 6
Cul-de-sac Residents 8 3 8 5 1 6 2 5
Alternate Routes and Travel Distance 8 3 8 5 3 6 1 5
Emergency Vehicles 8 2 8 6 3 4 1 6
Agricultural Accessibility 8 3 8 6 2 4 1 6

48 22 48 35 19 33 14 36
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longer the total distance individuals would be forced to travel due to closures, the lower an Option would 
score.   

With respect to emergency vehicles, Option A and C were determined to be the most effective plan since it 
allowed for the fewest bridges to be inaccessible by the fire department as stated earlier within this report.  
Option G was clearly the worst in the section, resulting in 4 bridges to be unusable by the fire department. 

Lastly, regarding agricultural activities, Option A and C were determined to be the best option, by ensuring 
that a main east-west Saugeen River crossing was updated to allow for farm vehicles to cross without 
utilizing a major road in the area.  Once again, Option G was determined to be the worst, with the 4 
restricted bridges, making agricultural operation more difficult on farmers.   
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Figure 2.8: Option Criteria Weightings  
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Conclusions 
 

 Currently the need to rehabilitate, replace or close 6 bridges in Bruce County is present. 
 

 A total of 8 different options were prepared, which were comprised of various 
closure/rehabilitation/reconstruction combinations. 

 
 The options were assessed based on six criteria; daily travel demand, number of residents 

affected, number of residents on a cul-de-sac, available alternate routes and travel distance, 
emergency vehicle response time and agricultural equipment accessibility. 
 

 Overall traffic volumes within the study were considered to be low, and any changes to the road 
network would not grossly impact the level of service on other roads. 
 

 Options which resulted in the creation of lengthy and multiple cul-de-sacs, were less preferable due 
to the reduced access to properties. 
 

 Currently fire response vehicles are unable to utilize 4 of 6 bridges in the study area due to weight 
restrictions.  Replacement or rehabilitation of most bridges provides better utilization of bridges. 
 

 Currently agricultural vehicles are unable to utilize 5 of 6 bridges in the study area due to weight 
restrictions as well as height and width restrictions. 
 

 After analysis the higher an Option scored the more preferable it was; Option A and C scored a 48, 
Option H scored a 36, Option D scored a 35, Option F scored a 33, Option B scored a 22, Option 
E scored a 19 and Option G scored a 14. 

3.2 Recommendations 
 

 It is recommended that, from a transportation perspective, either Option A or Option C be carried 
forward as the preferred solution. 

 It is recommended that the findings of this report be used as part of a final conclusion, after taking 
into account other broader criteria in the decision making, including but not limited to, cost/budget 
constraints, social impacts, and environmental impacts. 
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